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Abstract
We study a family of modules over Kac-Moody algebras realized in
multi-valued functions on a flag manifold and find integral representations
for intertwining operators acting on these modules. These intertwiners
are related to some expressions involving complex powers of Lie algebra
generators. When applied to affine Lie algebras, these expressions give
integral formulas for correlation functions with values in not necessarily
highest weight modules. We write related formulas out in an explicit form
in the case of sˆl2. The latter formulas admit q-deformation producing
an integral representation of q-correlation functions. We also discuss a
relation of complex powers of Lie algebra (quantum group) generators
and Casimir operators to (q−)special functions.
1 Introduction
This paper consists of 2 parts independent within reasonable limits. The 1st
one (sect. 2) is devoted to constructing integral intertwining operators acting
between Kac-Moody Lie algebra modules realized in multi-valued functions on
a flag manifold. The 2nd (sect. 3, 4) is devoted to integral representations
∗Supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Post -Doctoral Fellowship
for Foreign Researchers in Japan.
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of solutions to the (quantum) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation. Both have
in common, firstly, Kac-Moody Lie algebra (quantum group) singular vector
formula as a motivation and, secondly, a new class of Kac-Moody Lie algebra
modules as a main object.
1.1 Intertwining Operators
1. Let g be a Kac-Moody Lie agebra on canonical generators Fi, Hi, Ei, 0 ≤
i ≤ n and defining relations, associated to a generalized symmetrizable Cartan
matrix A = (aij):
[hi, hj ] = 0, [hi, Ej ] = aijEj , [hi, Fj ] = −aijFj ,
ad−aij+1(Ei)Ej = ad
−aij+1(Fi)Fj = 0.
These relations admit the antiinvolution ω such that: ω(Ei) = Fi, ω(Fi) =
Ei, ω(Hi) = Hi. Denote by n+ (n− resp.) the subalgebra generated by
E0, . . . , En (F0, . . . , Fn resp.) and by h - the one generated by H0, . . . , Hn.
Denote also by M(λ) the Verma module over g with the highest weight λ ∈ h∗.
This is a module on 1 generator vλ and defining relations:
n+vλ = 0, Hivλ = λ(Hi).
We will also be using a contragredient Verma module M(λ)c which is defined as
follows. As a vector spaceM(λ)c is dual to M(λ) but the action of g is different
from the canonical action on a dual space: if f(.) ∈M(λ)c is a linear functional
on M(λ) and g ∈ g then we set gf(.) = f(ω(g).). Obviously a map dual to a
morphism of Verma modules is a morphism of contragredient Verma modules.
A g− morphism of M(λ) is uniquely determined by the image of vλ. It
follows from the definition that a non-zero vector w of a g−module W may
serve as an image of vλ under a non-zero morphism M(λ) → W if and only if
it satisfies the same conditions as vλ:
n+vλ = 0, Hivλ = λ(Hi). (1)
A non-zero element w of a g− module W is said to be a singular vector of
the weight λ if it satisfies (1). It follows that the problem of classification
of morphisms of Verma modules into a given module is equivalent to that of
singular vectors in the latter module. We now recall a singular vector formula
obtained in [20].
Let (., .) be an invariant inner product on h∗, ∆ be the set of roots of g,
α0, . . . , αn be the set of simple roots related to the generators E0, . . . , En. A
root is called positive if it is equal to a non-negative linear combination of simple
roots. To each simple root we associate a reflection of the space h∗
riλ = λ− 2(λ, αi)
(αi, αi)
αi.
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The group generated by these reflections is called the Weyl group of g. Its
action preserves the set of roots and one defines the set of real roots as ∆re =
W{α0, . . . , αn}.
We define the shifted action of the Weyl group W on h∗ by
rα · λ = λ− 2(λ+ ρ, α)
(α, α)
α,
where rα stands for the reflection at a real root α and ρ is the fixed element of
h∗ determined by the following conditions ρ(H0) = . . . = ρ(Hn) = 1.
The Kac-Kazhdan determinant formula [16] implies that for a positive real
root α the Verma module M(λ) contains a singular vector of the weight rα · λ
provided
2(λ+ ρ, α)
(α, α)
⊂ {1, 2, . . .}. (2)
It also follows from [16] that for a generic λ satisfying this condition the singular
vector is unique up to proportionality. The formula for this singular vector was
found in [20] in the following form.
Theorem 1.1 Let rα = ril · · · ri2ri1 be a reduced decomposition. Set
βj =
2(rij−1 · · · ri1 · λ, αij )
(αij , αij )
+ 1.
Then provided (2) holds the vector
F βlil · · ·F
β2
i2
F β1i1 vλ (3)
is singular.
This singular vector formula involves complex powers of Lie algebra generators
and therefore, its meaning has still to be clarified. Here we restrict ourselves
to the following comment. Regard the expression F jlil · · ·F
j2
i2
F j1i1 as a function
of integers (j1, . . . , jk) ∈ Zk taking values in the universal enveloping algebra
U(n−). One shows that it admits an analytic continuation to a function defined
on Ck taking values in a certain completion of U(n−). Then one shows that
its value on a sequence (β1, . . . , βl) defined in Theorem 1.1 actually belongs to
U(n−), provided (2) holds.
This explanation obscures the fact that the intertwiner related to the singular
vector (3) is a composition of intertwiners which exist even if (2) does not hold,
though may not act between Verma modules. These intertwiners can be easily
constructed once one has defined an action of complex powers of the Lie algebra
generators in a way that some natural conditions are satisfied. Consider, for
example, the expression F β1i1 vλ. If one has convinced himself that the easily
checked relation
[Ei, F
β
j ] = δi,j β F
β−1
j (Hi − β + 1), β ∈ N (4)
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makes sense for β ∈ C, one obtains
EjF
β1
i1
vλ = δj,i1β1F
β1−1
i1
(Hi − β1 + 1)vλ = 0. (5)
Therefore, the vector
F β1i1 vλ = F
λ(Hi1 )+1
i1
vλ (6)
is a singular vector of a module which we have not yet constructed. The
same reasoning for vλ replaced with F
β1
i1
vλ shows that the vector F
β2
i2
F β1i1 vλ
is singular. This procedure can be iterated arbitrary number of times, always
resulting in a singular vector. So provided with a suitable definition of a complex
power of a Lie algebra generator one can associate with a Weyl group element
w and its decomposition w = ril · · · ri2ri1 a singular vector (3).
The purpose of this work was to provide this construction with a rigid foun-
dation. We define a family of g−modules, realized in functions on the big cell
of the corresponding flag manifold so that the complex powers of Cartan gen-
erators of g are well-defined integral operators, acting usually from one module
into another.
2. It is known that a contragredient Verma module is realized in sections of
a line bundle over the flag manifold with singularities at Schubert cells of codi-
mension ≥ 1, g acting by vector fields. Thus in order to define a complex power
of a Cartan generator one has first to define a complex power of a vector field
as an operator acting on functions. Linearizing a vector field in a neighborhood
of a non-singular point, one reduces the problem to evaluation of a quantity
( ddz )
µf(z) for an analytic (probably multi-valued) function f(z) of a complex
variable z and an arbitrary µ ∈ C. But this is a classical topic. If µ ∈ N then
the answer is given by the Cauchy integral
(
d
dz
)µf(z) =
1
µ!
∮
σ
f(t)
(t− z)µ+1 dt,
where f(t) is supposed to be regular at t = z and σ is a sufficiently small contour
enclosing the point t = z. In order to get an analytic continuation of a Cauchy
integral (over µ) one has to demand that the function f(t) is branching at some
point, say at t = 0. Then up to some factor (depending only on a branching
coefficient of f(t) at t = 0) one has
(
d
dz
)µf(z) =
1
Γ(µ+ 1)
∮
σ1σ2σ
−1
1 σ
−1
2
f(t)
(t− z)µ+1 dt, (7)
where Γ(.) is the Γ−function and σ1, σ2 are generators of the 1st homotopy
group of C − {0, z}. The formula (7) is sufficient to describe our construction
in the case of sl2 which is also one of the cornerstones of the general case.
3.The sl2−case. The flag manifold in this case is CP1, the big cell is C.
The Cartan generators are realized as follows:
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E = − d
dz
, H = −2z d
dz
, F = z2
d
dz
, (8)
where z is a coordinate on C. The algebra of all vector fields acts on tensor
fields of the form f(z)dz−λ/2, f(z) ∈ C[z, z−1]zν , ν ∈ C, as follows
p(z)
d
dz
(f(z)dz−λ/2 = (p(z)f ′(z)− λ/2p′(z)f(z))dz−λ/2. (9)
Specifying the class of functions f(z) one obtains the 2-parametric family of
sl2−modules given by
V (ν, λ) = zνC[z, z−1]dz−λ/2. (10)
It is worth mentioning that V (0, λ) contains the submodule C[z]dz−λ/2 iso-
morphic to a contragredient Verma module with the highest weight λ. The latter
is irreducible if λ is not a nonnegative integer and contains the λ+1-dimensional
irreducible sl2−submodule spanned by {dz−λ/2, zdz−λ/2, . . . , zλdz−λ/2} other-
wise.
Now consider a meromorphic tensor field over CP1 ×CP1:
s =
dt dx
(t− x)2 .
A direct calculation shows that s is g−invariant. Then take a power sλ/2+1.
Whatever the meaning of this expression is for a complex λ, the result is also
g−invariant, and one considers the product
f(t) dt−λ/2 sλ/2+1 = { f(t)
(t− z)λ+2 dt}dz
λ/2+1.
The result admits integration as in (7), which defines the operator
T ; V (ν, λ) → V (ν − λ,−λ− 2) (11)
T : f(x) dx−λ/2 7→ { 1
Γ(λ+ 2)
∮
σ1σ2σ
−1
1 σ
−1
2
f(t)
(t− x)λ+2 dt}dx
λ/2+1
We have arrived at
Lemma 1.2 The operator T as in (11 ) is sl2−linear.
Note that if λ is a nonnegative integer then the restriction of our intertwiner
to the submodule C[z]dz−λ/2 ⊂ V (0, λ) is a map dual to the one determined
by the singular vector Fλ+1vλ of the Theorem1.1 and it acts killing the irre-
ducible submodule spanned by {dz−λ/2, zdz−λ/2, . . . , zλdz−λ/2} and establish-
ing the isomorphism of the correponding quotient with the (irreducible) module
V (0,−λ− 2).
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4. The transparent construction of Lemma1.2 admits a generalization to the
case of a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra or non-twisted affine Lie algebra.
One associates in a way compatible with the action of a group G ( related to g
) to each point x on a flag manifold and a fixed simple root α - a projective line
Xα(x) ( closed Schubert cell related to this root and attached to this point).
Then one consructs si ( an analogue of s of the sl2-case) : a tensor field on
the cartesian product of 2 copies of a flag manifold having good properties with
respect to the action of G and such that its restriction to each 1-dimensional
Schubert cell attached to each point is a section of the line bundle of degree
-2. Then one takes an element of an appropriate g−module; realizes it, roughly
speaking, as a multivalued section of a bundle induced from a character λ of
the maximal torus ; multiplies it by an appropriate power of si so that the
restriction of the result to each 1-dimensinal Schubert cell is a differential form
and, finally, integrates it over each 1-dimensional Schubert cell. What one gets
is a multi-valued section of a line bundle induced from rα · λ.
This operator is closely related to the singular vector associated to the sim-
ple reflection. One may now associate to an arbitrary element w of the Weyl
group( or rather to its reduced decomposition) the corresponding composition
of constructed intertwiners. But there are some other possibilities. As suggested
by the formula (11) an intertwiner related to an element w of the Weyl group
is an integration over a cycle of the Schubert cell Xw(x) with coefficients in a
certain local system. Taking composition means a special choice of the cycle.
There should be other cycles as well, and there is some evidence suggested by
the developments in conformal field theory and geometry ( see, for example,
[6] , [27] and also see below) that these cycles should be related to a certain
quantum group.
1.2 Integral Formulas for Correlation Functions
Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, gˆ the corresponding non-twisted
affine Lie algebra. Let λ1, λ2 be weights of g , M(λ1, k) (M(λ2, k)
c ) be the
Verma ( contragredient Verma) module over gˆ with the central charge k; let
also V be a g−module and V ((z)) the module of formal Laurent series in z with
coefficients in V , regarded as a gˆ−module with the central charge equal to 0.
Vertex operator is a gˆ−linear map
Φ(z) : M(λ1, k)→M(λ2, k)c ⊗ V ((z)).
One may consider a product of vertex operators Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1) and
matrix elements 〈w∗, Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)v〉, where v ∈ M(λ1, k), w∗ ∈
(M(λm+1, k)
c)∗. One of the central results of conformal field theory is ( see
[17])
Theorem 1.3 (Knizhnik, Zamolodchikov) The matrix element related to a
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pair of vacuum vectors
Ψ(z) = 〈v∗λm+1 Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)vλ1〉
satisfies a certain system of differential equations.
The explicit form of the above-mentioned system of differential equations
called system of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations may be found in sect.3.1.
One shows that given
Ψ(z) = 〈v∗λm+1 Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)vλ1〉
the matrix element
〈v∗λm Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)F βlil · · ·F
β2
i2
F β1i1 vλ1〉
is equal to
F β1i1 F
β2
i2
· · ·F βlil Ψ(z).
Suppose we are able to define an action of complex powers of F ′i s (it should
seem plausible now). Then if one chooses exponents βj as prescribed by the
singular vector formula (3), the vector F slil · · ·F s2i2 F s1i1 vλ1 is (at least formally)
singular and one may hope that the expression
F β1i1 F
β2
i2
· · ·F βlil Ψ(z)
also satisfies the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations. We prove that it is true
for the usual definition
F β1i1 F
β2
i2
· · ·F βlil Ψ(z) =
∏l
j=1 Γ(−βj)−1 ×∫
{exp(−t1Fi1) · · · exp(−tlFil)Ψ}
∏l
j=1 t
−βj−1
j dt1 · · · dtl, (12)
where the cycle of integration is defined to be any element of the highest
homology group with coefficients in the local system of single-valued branches
of the integrand.
1.3 The Quantum Case
The Jimbo - Drinfeld quantum group Uq(g) is a Hopf algebra on generators
Ei, Fi, K
±1
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and relations, which represent a deformation of those
for the Kac-Moody Lie algebra g, q being a parameter of deformation. Con-
siderable parts of the representation theory of Uq(g) and g are parallel to each
other. This, in particular, enabled I.Frenkel and N.Reshetikhin ( see [12] ) to
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give definitions of a q−vertex operator, correlation function and derive a system
of q−difference equations (qKZ equations) satisfied by the latter.
The same can be said about the representation theory of highest weight
modules. (See, for example, [7] , [19] ) Everything discussed above in the g−case
admits a direct q−deformation. For example, the following simple relation (c.f.
formula (4) )
[Ei, F
s
j ] = δi,j
qsj − q−sj
qj − q−1j
F s−1j
Kjq
−s+1
j −K−1j qs−1j
qj − q−1j
together with a calculation analogous to that in (5) implies that the formula,
literally coinciding with (3) gives, at least formally, a singular vector in a module
over Uq(g). (See [21] for a precise statement analogous to Theorem 1.1.) This
makes it plausible that the formula of the type
F β1i1 F
β2
i2
· · ·F βlil Ψ(z)
gives a solution of qKZ equations for a given solution Ψ(z). We prove that it is
true provided
F β1i1 F
β2
i2
· · ·F βlil Ψ(z)
is defined by
F β1i1 F
β2
i2
· · ·F βlil Ψ(z) =
∏l
j=1 Γq(−βj)−1 ×∫
{expq(−t1Fi1) · · · expq(−tlFil)Ψ}
∏l
j=1 t
−βj−1
j dqt1 · · · dqtl, (13)
Note that (13) is completely analogous to (12) with all the ingredients re-
placed with their q−analogs: Gamma function with q−Gamma function, ex-
ponential function with q−exponential function, and integral with q−integral (
Jackson integral ).
There is also a problem of convergence of the integral in (13). The classical
counterpart of this problem is solved by considering the realization of g−modules
in analytic functions on a flag manifold. We do the same for Uq(sl2) constructing
a 2-parametric family of actions of Uq(sl2) by difference operators, which deforms
the family of sl2−modules V (µ, λ). This also leads to explicit formulas for
solutions of qKZ equations for Uq(ŝl2).
Remarks. (i) Note that usually KZ equations are considered for finite-
dimensional, or at least, highest weight g−modules V ′i s. This is not the case
here. Therefore our integral representations (12, 13) are somewhat complemen-
tary to the usual ones (see, for example, the work of Varchenko and Schehtman
[26] for the classical case and of Matsuo [22], Reshetikhin [25] for the quantum
case ). The relation between them is unclear but, hopefully can be established
by a special choice of a contour in (12, 13) and sending “branching coefficients”
of V ′i s to 0;
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(ii) The appearance of modules realized in multi-valued functions is forced
here by the singular vector formula (3). On the other hand, such modules
have naturally emerged in the context of WZW model for ŝl2. They were first
put forward by P.Furlan, A.Ch.Ganchev, R.Paunov and V.B.Petkova in [11] in
order to get the Virasoro minimal models correlators from the solutions for KZ
equations via a sort of a quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction. The paper [11]
also contains some new integral representations for correlation functions. The
relation between these integral formulas and ours is not clear but as P.Furlan,
A.Ch.Ganchev, R.Paunov and V.B.Petkova kindly informed us at least some of
their formulas can be recovered using ours.
As is shown in [1], “the singular vector decoupling condition” implies that
in the fractional level case a non-zero vertex operator takes values in a module
V (µ, λ) for some non-integral µ;
(iii) In the main body of the paper we only discuss a q−deformation of
our results on solutions to the classical KZ equations and do not mention a
possibility of doing the same with regards to intertwining operators. However
this possibility does exist at least in the case of Uq(sl2). The above mentioned
modules V (µ, λ) admit a deformation Vq(µ, λ) (see sect.4.4 ). As a linear space
Vq(µ, λ) is independent of λ and, therefore, the operator E
β, β ∈ C, defined by
(13) can be regarded as an operator
Eβ : Vq(µ, λ)→ Vq(µ+ β, λ− 2β).
Direct calculation shows that
Eλ+1 : Vq(µ, λ)→ Vq(µ+ λ+ 1,−λ− 2)
is Uq(sl2)−linear, which is, of course absolutely analogous to Lemma 1.2. We
believe that this can also be done in a more general context and hope to discuss
it in the next paper.
Acknowlegments. Our thanks are due to A.Kirillov, M.Jimbo, T.Miwa,
M.Kashiwara, F.Smirnov, A.Tsuchiya, Y.Yamada for valuable discussions, and
to K.Mimachi, who gave one of us first lessons in q−analysis. Parts of the work
were reported at RIMS (Kyoto University), Nagoya and Tokyo University and
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics ( KEK ) at Tsukuba. This work
was done when we were visiting RIMS and Mathematics Department of Kyoto
University .
2 Construction of Intertwining Operators.
2.1 Flag Manifolds and Line Bundles
In this section we list main geometric notions related to flag manifolds and line
bundles. All the material is pretty standard, except the notion of “a linear
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bundle related to a complex divisor”, which might be new ( and interesting in
its own right ). In order not to get bogged down in technicalities we choose the
following strategy: firstly, we discuss everything in a finite-dimensional setting
and then describe the necessary modifications in the affine case.
1. Let G be a complex simple finite-dimensional Lie group related to a
complex simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. ( The class of such algebras is
distinguished among all Kac-Moody algebras by the condition that the Cartan
matrix A is positive definite, see Introduction.) Denote by N−, N+, T the
subgroups of G related to the following subalgebras of g: n−, n+, h (resp.).
The flag manifold F is said to be F = G/B. It is known that F is a
smooth projective variety. Using this we accept the following terminology: by
regular function over a given open set we mean a meromorphic function with
singularities lying outside this set; by analytic function we mean a (probably
multi-valued) function splitting into a power series in a neighborhood of any
non-singular point.
F possesses the standard cellular decomposition into Schubert cells X˙w nu-
merated by elements w of the Weyl group W . To describe it recall that an
alternative way (to the one chosen in Introduction) to define W is as follows:
W = Norm(T )/T,
where Norm(T ) stands for the normalizer of T . Therefore W is naturally em-
bedded in F and one sets X˙w = N+w.
It is known that dimX˙w = l(w), where l(.) is the length function onW . The
Schubert variety Xw is said to be a completion of X˙w in metric topology. One
shows, completing the construction of the cellular decomposition, that
F =
⋃
w∈W
X˙w, Xw =
⋃
v≤w
X˙v, (14)
where ≤ stands for the Bruhat ordering on W .
The decomposition (14) is in a sense attached to the point B ∈ F . For an
arbitrary x ∈ F set
Xw(x) = g(x)Xw,
where g(x) ∈ G satisfies g(x)B = x ∈ F . Though the last property does not
determine g(x) uniquely, one verifies that Xw(x) is independent of the choice of
g(x). It follows that the map x→ Xw(x) is equivariant: Xw(gx) = gXw(x).
2. Consider the cartesian product F×F . G naturally acts on F×F , G-orbits
Y˙w being numerated by elements of W , where Y˙w is said to be all (x, y) ∈ F ×F
satisfying the following condition: there exists g ∈ G ( depending on (x, y))
such that (gx, gy) ∈ (B, X˙w). We denote by Yw a completion of Y˙w in metric
topology.
There are equivariant projections
pri : F × F → F, i = 1, 2
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(on each factor) it follows from the definitions that its restriction to Yw ⊂ F ×F
is a fibration
pri |Yw : Yw → F
with the fiber Xw(x) over x ∈ F . The last assertion could have been chosen as
a definition of Xw(x).
3. The Picard group and line bundles. A divisor on a complex variety X is
said to be a complex subvariety of complex codimension 1. One may consider a
free abelian group generated by all divisors on X . For example, a meromorphic
function f or, more generally, a meromorphic section of a line bundle determines
an element of this group, denoted by (f) and called divisor of f , where zeros of
f enter (f) with + and poles - with −.
The Picard group Pic(X) is said to be the above free abelian group generated
by all divisors on X modulo subgroup of divisors of meromorphic functions. It
is evident that the map assigning to a linear bundle L over X a divisor of its
(arbitrary) meromorphic section, regarded as an element of Pic(X), is a 1-1
correspondence.
In the case X = F we already have a collection of n+1 (rank of g) divisors:
they are given by the codimension 1 Schubert varieties Xi = Xw0ri , 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
where w0 ∈ W is an element of the maximal length and ri is a reflection at the
i-th simple root. It is well-known that
Pic(F ) = ⊕ni=0ZXi. (15)
4.Induced line bundles. F being a homogeneous space, affords another con-
struction of a line bundle. We will be saying that a functional (weight) λ ∈ h∗
is integral if λ(Hi) ∈ Z, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Each weight λ determines a character of h,
for the last algebra is commutative and each integral weight can be lifted to a
character of the group T , which we also denote by λ.
Consider a projection
π : G/N+ → F = G/B.
π is a principal T−fibration: there is a natural right fiber-wise action of T
on G/N+, since T normalizes N+. Denote by Ω
0
λ(G/N+) the sheaf of reg-
ular λ−homogeneous functions on G/N+, i.e. functions satisfying f(xt) =
λ(t)f(x), t ∈ T .
Lemma 2.1 For an integral λ ∈ h∗ there exists a unique line bundle O(λ)
satisfying:
(i) π∗O(λ) is trivial;
(ii) π∗ establishes an isomorphism between the sheaf of regular sections of
O(λ) and Ω0λ(G/N+). In particular, the spaces of meromorphic sections of O(λ)
and meromorphic λ−homogeneous functions on G/N+ are isomorphic;
(iii)the divisor of O(λ) is equal to ∑i λ(Hi)Xi ∈ Pic(F ).
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5. The Borel-Weil theory. The group G (and, therefore, the algebra g) acts
by left translations on G/N+. This action preserves λ−homogeneous functions
and therefore, determines a structure of g−module on meromorphic sections of
O(λ).
An integral weight λ is called dominant if λ(Hi) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Theorem 2.2 (Borel - Weil) . Let λ be an integral weight. Then
(i) Γ( ˙Xw0 , O(λ)) ≈M c(λ), where M c(λ) stands for a contragredient Verma
module (see Introduction);
(ii) Γ(F, O(λ)) = 0 unless λ is dominant. If the latter condition is satisfied
then Γ(F, O(λ)) is isomorphic to the irreducible g−module with highest weight
λ.
6. Non-integral case. The item (i) of the Borel-Weil theorem can be un-
derstood as a realization of a contragredient Verma module in functions on the
“big” Schubert cell. Really, having a meromorphic section of O(λ) fixed and
identified with a constant function, one identifies all meromorphic sections of
O(λ) with functions on the big cell, elements of g being realized by certain order
1 differential operators. ( See, for example, explicit formulas for the sln− case
in [9]). Then one observes that the formulas depend on λ in a polynomial way
and, therefore, make sense for an arbitrary non-integral λ. This completes the
realization of M c(λ) in functions on the big cell. However in order to construct
integral operators we would like to keep track of geometric nature of sections
O(λ) for an arbitrary λ (see the sl2−case in Introduction).
Observe that the fibration π : G/N+ → F = G/B is trivial over the big cell
X˙w0 and we fix a trivialization φ. Though φ is not determined uniquely, one
may say that it is determined “almost uniquely”: φ produces an isomorphism
φ(X˙w0) ≈ X˙w0 × T and, therefore, any other trivialization is different from φ
by an element of T .
Definition. In view of Lemma 2.1 it is natural to say that for an arbitrary
weight λ O˜(λ, φ) is a sheaf over X˙w0 defined as follows: the space of its sections
Γ(U, O˜(λ, φ)) over an open set U ⊂ X˙w0 is said to be the space of functions on
an open neighborhood of φ(U) ⊂ G/N+, λ− homogeneous and regular on φ(U).
The above discussion implies that for a pair of trivializations φ, ψ the corre-
sponding sheaves are canonically isomorphic: O˜(λ, φ) ≈ O˜(λ, ψ).
Observe also that if λ is integral then each f ∈ Γ(U,O(λ)) uniquely deter-
mines a meromorphic section of O(λ) understood as a line bundle over F with
the divisor
∑
i λ(Hi). In this sense the new definition contains the old one as a
particular case.
Convention. Using these 2 remarks we will run the risk of reducing the
notation O˜(λ, φ) to O(λ).
For f ∈ Γ(U,O(λ)), g ∈ Γ(U,O(µ)), t ∈ C multiplication and exponentia-
tion gives rise to the following operations:
f, g 7→ fg ∈ Γ(U,O(λ+ µ)), (16)
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f 7→ f t ∈ Γ(U,L⊗ O(tλ)) if U is simply connected . (17)
where L is a sheaf of continuous branches of ( usually multi-valued ) function
f t.
Another example of dealing with O(λ) for an arbitrary λ is obtained by
considering the SL2−case. First of all, for SL2 one has: N+ = C∗, SL2/N+ ≈
C2 − {(0, 0)} ( see [5]), F = CP1, the big cell is C and π over C is simply
the projection C × C∗ → C. A weight is a complex number: λ ∈ C and,
therefore sections of O(λ) are naturally determined by expressions f(x) dx−λ/2,
where f(x) is a meromorphic function. Looking at Introduction, formula (10)
one realizes that the integral operator for sl2 (see (11)) was obtained by making
use of the operations (16,17).
Further for an arbitrary G and a fixed simple root αi of G one may consider
an inclusion SL2 ⊂ G, on the level of Lie algebras determined by the sl2−triple:
〈Ei, Hi, Fi〉. This gives rise to the inclusion of a flag manifold Fi ⊂ F . One
realizes that the latter identifies Fi with the Schubert variety Xri . The follow-
ing assertion ( of course well-known for an integral λ ∈ h∗ ) now becomes a
tautology:
O(λ) |Xri= O(λ(Hi)). (18)
Remark. The necessity to understand geometric meaning of a “complex
power of a line bundle” appeared several years ago in connection with the
developments in the string theory. The matter was treated in [4],[28] in the
framework of complex curves rather than homogeneous spaces as it is here.
7. The affine Lie group case. Everything we have encountered with so far
directly generalizes to the case of an affine Lie group. Making a reference to
the book [24] ( an exposition of this theory in even more general setting can be
found in [18] ), we here restrict ourselves to a few comments.
An affine Lie group modulo center is just a loop group L(G), where an ele-
ment of the latter is understood as a smooth map γ : S1 → G. The correspond-
ing Lie algebra - an affine Lie algebra - is included into the class of Kac-Moody
algebras (see sect. 3.1). A Borel subgroup B˜ and a “maximal nilpotent sub-
group” N˜± are said to consist of boundary values of analytic inside the unit
disc maps γ : {z : |z| ≤ 1} → G, satisfying γ(0) ∈ B (γ(0) ∈ N± resp.). The
flag manifold is said to be the quotient L(G)/B˜. It also possesses a cellular
decomposition but now one has to distinguish between cells of finite dimension
and finite codimension. The former are orbits of elements of an affine Weyl
group under N˜+, while the latter are also with respect to N˜−. (This could have
been also said with regards to the finite-dimensional case, producing equivalent
description of the cells.)
It is crucial that Borel-Weil theory (Theorem 2.2 ) works in the affine case
as well (see the above-mentioned book [24] and [18, 10]). One also realizes
that the correspondence among codimension 1 Schubert varieties, line bundles
and induced line bundles, our discussion of the fibration π : G/N+ → G/B
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together with the subsequent definition of the sheaves O(λ) is independent of
the passage to the affine case.
2.2 Construction of an Intertwining Operator related to
a simple root.
In this section we use the following unified notations: g, b, ..., G,B, F... stand
for either simple finite-dimensional or affine Lie algebra, its Borel subalgebra,...,
the corresponding Lie group, its Borel subgroup, the corresponding flag mani-
fold...(resp.), X˙i = N
−ri 0 ≤ i ≤ n stands for the Schubert cell of codimension
1, X˙w, Xw, Y˙w, Yw, w ∈ W usually stand for a Schubert cell (variety, G-orbit
in F × F ...resp.) of a finite dimension l(w), except X˙w0 which stands for the
big Schubert cell. The last convention is consistent with the previous ones in
the finite-dimensional case, while it is not quite so in the affine case, for in the
latter case there is no element of the maximal length in the Weyl group.
As is known, for example from the representation theory of complex simple
Lie groups, the scheme of constructing intertwiners as integral operators could
be as follows. Consider the direct product F × F and 2 projections pr1, pr2 on
the 1st and the 2nd factors respectively. Take a section f ∈ O(λ) pull it back
on F ×F to get pr∗1f ∈ pr∗1(O(λ)), “pair” it with “something” defined on F ×F
(or on a G-invariant subset of F × F ) , “integrate the result over the fibres of
pr2” and so get a section of a bundle defined over F . We realize this scheme as
follows.
A. Integral case. Let λ ∈ h∗ be integral. Let D ⊂ F × F be the diagonal
and for a pair of line bundles H1,H2 over F denote by H1 ⊙H2 their exterior
product as a line bundle over F ×F . One observes that the line bundle (O(αi)⊙
O(αi)) |Yri is related to the divisor 2D ( D is understood here as a divisor inside
Yri ) and we pick up a section si of (O(αi)⊙O(αi)) |Yri so that (si) = 2D. It
is important that si is G−invariant (since D is also).
Another observation is that if one sets
Ai(λ) = ((O(λ)⊙C)⊗ (O(αi)− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi) ⊙ (O(αi)− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi))) |Yri ,
then for any f ∈ Γ(X0w0 ,O(λ)), pr∗1f ⊗ s
− 12 (λ+2ρ)(hi)
i is a (meromorphic) section
of Ai(λ).
Lemma 2.3 Restriction of Ai to pr−12 (x)∩Yri (≈ CP1) is a sheaf of differential
forms.
Proof. The following property of a sheaf O(µ) on a flag manifold ( see (18) )
deg(O(µ) |Xri (x)) = µ(Hi)
implies that for any (meromorphic) section f of O(µ) and the above-defined si
and for an arbitrary coordinate t on pr−12 (x) ∩ Yri (≈ Xri(x)) one has
pr∗1f |Xri (x)= p(t)dt−λ(Hi)/2,
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si |Xri (x)= C(t− x)2dt−1,
where p(t) is a rational function of t and C is independent of t. It follows that
the restriction of pr∗1f ⊗ s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i to Xri(x) is a differential form. ✷
Making use of this lemma we denote by∫
pr−12 (y)
pr∗1f ⊗ s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(hi)
i (19)
the residue of pr∗1f ⊗ s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i |pr−12 (y) at the point (y, y) for any f ∈
Γ(X˙w0 ,O(λ)) and y ∈ F .
It follows from the definition that
∫
pr−12 (y)
pr∗1f ⊗ s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(hi)
i is a section
of the bundle Ai ⊗ (O(αi) ⊙C) |Yri . The last bundle can be restricted to the
diagonal and then pushed forward on F via the isomorphism pr2 |D: D ≈ F .
The result is the bundle O(λ) ⊗O(αi)−(λ+ρ)(Hi) = O(ri · λ). Denote by Ti(f)
the image of
∫
pr−12 (y)
pr∗1f ⊗ s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(hi)
i under this composition map. Thus
we have constructed a C−linear map
Ti : Γ(X˙w0 ,O(λ))→ Γ(X˙w0 ,O(ri · λ)).
Theorem 2.4 Ti is a morphism of g−modules.
Proof immediately follows from the construction. Ti was defined to be a com-
position of the following operations on sections of g−bundles:
(i) pulling back from F to F × F via pr1,
(ii) tensoring with a g−invariant section s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(hi)
i of the line bundle
(O(αi)− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi) ⊙ (O(αi)− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)) |Yri ,
(iii) pushing down on F via pr2.
Each of these operations is obviously g− linear.✷
Remarks. 1. One easily realizes that the constructed morphism Ti of
contragredient Verma modules is dual to the embedding of Verma modules
determined by the singular vector F
λ(Hi)+1
i vλ (see (6) ). On the other hand,
the last morphism may not exist, though our Ti is still defined. In this case
λ(Hi) + 1 < 0, the integrand in the definition of Ti is regular (see also (19) )
and, therefore, Ti = 0 as one should have expected.
2. One may want to define an intertwiner
Tw : Γ(X˙w0 ,O(λ))→ Γ(X˙w0 ,O(w · λ))
related to an arbitrary element of the Weyl group w = · · · ri2ri1 as a composition
of the constructed Ti’s: Tw = · · ·Ti2Ti1 . However this does not work since by
the above remark one of the factors is usually 0. To obtain the desired formula
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one has to “step aside” and define Ti’s for a suitable module related to a generic
weight λ.
B. Nonintegral case. In order to construct an analogue of Ti for an
arbitrary “highest weight” we first define a suitable
1. Family of g−modules. Fix some group element g ∈ G and denote
by Xopp0 , . . . , X
opp
n the “opposite” Schubert cells defined by: X
opp
i = gXi. If
dimg < ∞, then the natural choice is g = w0, where w0 ∈ W is the element of
the maximal length, which explains the terminology.
The space F 0 = F −⋃0≤j≤nXj −⋃0≤j≤nXoppj will serve as an analogue of
C∗ in the sl2−case.
For any local system L over F 0 and any λ ∈ h∗ we set O(L, λ) = L ⊗
(O(λ) |F 0). The algebra g naturally acts on sections of O(L, λ) since it acts
on sections of both L and O(λ). To each local system L we associate a vector
function (collection of exponents )
µ = (µ0, . . . , µn) : F
0 → Cn+1
as follows. One proves that the intersection number of Xri(x) with Xj as well
as with Xoppj is equal to 1 if i = j and - to 0 otherwise for all x ∈ F 0 ( this
can be derived from the Borel-Weil theorem 2.2 and (18) ). To each x ∈ F 0
and a number i we associate a projective line Xri(x) with 2 marked points:
t0(x) = Xri(x) ∩ Xi, t∞(x) = Xri(x) ∩ Xoppi . The projective line punctured
at 2 points is homotopically equivalent to a circle . Therefore, the restriction of
L to Xri(x) determines (and is determined by ) a complex number µi(x) - its
monodromy coefficient.
Example 2.5 It follows from the definition that the divisors (Xj), (X
opp
j ), 0 ≤
j ≤ n are equivalent (they determine the same line bundle, namely O(λ(j))
where λ(j) is the j−th fundamental weight). We fix functions φ0, . . . , φn on F
so that (φj) = (Xj) − (Xoppj ). For a complex vector µ = (µ0, . . . , µn) define a
multivalued function φ =
∏
1≤j≤n φ
µj
j . Singlevalued branches of this function
determine a local system Lµ on F 0, the vector function µ = (µ0, . . . , µn) being
constant in this case. The bundle O(Lµ, λ) is the simplest example of bundles
we will be dealing with.
We will construct an intertwining operator Ti taking a section of O(L, λ) to
a section of O(M, ri · λ) for arbitrary L and λ, M being uniquely determined
by L and λ. Moreover it will be given by essentially the same formula as in the
integral case.Set
Ai = ((O(L, λ)⊙C)⊗ (O(αi)− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi) ⊙ (O(αi)− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi))) |Yri .
(See the previous section, especially (16,17) , for the discussion of complex
powers of line bundles on flag manifolds.)
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As before, the choice of the exponent − 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi) implies that the restric-
tion of Ai to any fiber of pr2 ≈ CP1 is “tensorially” a sheaf differential forms,
more precisely this is a sheaf of differential forms on CP1 with coefficients in a
certain local system. We now construct this local system.
2. Each projective line pr−12 (x) ≈ Xri(x) is equipped with three marked
points t0(x), t∞(x), x. Projective line punctured at 3 points is homotopically
equivalent to the union of 2 circles. The 1st homotopy group π1(Xri(x) −
{t0(x), t∞(x), x}) is a free group on 2 generators σ1(x), σ2(x) which can be
thought of as a pair of circles enclosing the points t0(x) and x respectively.
Denote by Li(L, λ;x) the local system on Xri(x)−{t0(x), t∞(x), x} determined
by the following 1-dimensional representation of π1(Xri(x)−{t0(x), t∞(x), x}):
σ1(x) 7→ exp(−2π
√−1µi), σ2(x) 7→ exp(2π
√−1λi(Hi)).
(Recall that {µi} is the set of exponents.)
For generic µ, λ the 1st homology groupH1(Xri(x)−{t0(x), t∞(x), x}, Li(L, λ;x)
is 1-dimensional and is generated by the cycle σ1(x)σ2(x)σ
−1
1 (x)σ
−1
2 (x). Now
the relation of Ai to the constructed local system is as follows. We again pick
out a G−invariant section si of the bundle (O(αi) ⊙ (O(αi))) |Yri such that
(s) = 2D.
Lemma 2.6 For any f ∈ Γ(X˙w0 ,O(L, λ)) the restriction of pr∗1f⊗s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i
to a fiber pr−12 (x) represents a cohomology class of Xri(x) − {t0(x), t∞(x), x}
with coefficients in Li(L, λ;x).
Proof. As in Lemma 2.3 the restriction of pr∗1f ⊗ s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i to Xri(x) for
a fixed x is given by the formula
f(t)
(t− x)λ(Hi)+2 dt, f(t) ∈ t
µiC[t, t−],
where with a certain abuse of notation x stands for the value of t at the point
x (c.f. formula (7)). ✷
We are almost ready to define an intertwining operator by the formula lit-
erally coinciding with that of Theorem2.4 but in order to understand what its
image is we have to introduce one more local system on F 0.
3. The assignment F 0 ∋ x 7→ Xri(x) − {t0(x), t∞(x), x} naturally deter-
mines a fibration over F 0 with the fiber: projective line punctured at 3 points.
This fibration gives rise to a line bundle with a fiber over x ∈ F 0 equal to
H1(Xri(x)−{t0(x), t∞(x), x}, Li(L, λ;x)). Denote this line bundle by Li(L, λ).
A trivialization of the fibration with the fiber projective line punctured at 3
points over a disk induces a trivialization of Li(L, λ) over the same disk and,
therefore an identification of H1(Xri(x) − {t0(x), t∞(x), x}, Li(L, λ;x) for all
x from this disk. Obviously the last identification is independent of a trivial-
ization and gives rise to a flat connection called the Gauss-Manin connection.
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There arises a local system of horizontal sections of Li(L, λ) with respect to this
connection.
4.Formula for an intertwiner. We, firstly, have to fix an arbitrary simply
connected open subset F˜ 0 ⊂ F 0, for non-trivial sections of our sheaves may not
exist over non-simply connected open sets. Now define a linear map
T˜i : Γ(F˜
0,Li(L, λ)⊗O(L, λ))→ Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, ri · λ))
to be a composition of the following operations:
(i) pr∗1 ⊗ pr∗1 : it takes a section σ ⊗ f of Li(µ, λ) ⊗ O(µ, λ) into a section
pr∗1σ ⊗ pr∗1f and of the corresponding sheave over Yri ;
(ii)⊗s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i : it tensors the result of the previous operation by s
− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i ;
the result of the composition map (⊗s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i ) ◦ (pr∗1 ⊗ pr∗1) is a section of
the bundle pr∗1(Li(L, λ))⊗Ai;
(iii)
∫
pr−12
: by Lemma2.6 there is a natural pairing of sections of pr∗1(Li(L, λ))
with those of Ai which for a fixed point (x, y) ∈ F 0 × F 0 is nothing but the
value of the cohomology class determined by the restriction of the section of Ai
to the fiber pr−12 (y)∩ Yri on the homology class determined by the value of the
section of pr∗1(Li(L, λ)) at the point (x, y); the result is a section of a certain
bundle which can be easily calculated (see below);
(iv) pr!2: this is a composition of the restricting to the diagonal D ∈ F × F
and the consecutive pushing forward on F˜ 0 by means of the isomorphism pr2 :
D → F .
We set
T˜i = pr
!
2 ◦ (
∫
pr−12
) ◦ (⊗s−
1
2 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i ) ◦ (pr∗1 ⊗ pr∗1).
It follows from the definition (and can be seen exactly as in the integral case)
that the constructed map acts as
T˜i : Γ(F˜
0,Li(L, λ)⊗O(L, λ))→ Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, ri · λ)).
Tensoring both sides of the last equality by L∗i (L, λ) we finally obtain the desired
map
Ti : Γ(F˜
0,O(µ, λ))→ Γ(F˜ 0,L∗i (µ, λ)⊗O(ri ·λ)) = Γ(F˜ 0,O(L∗i (µ, λ)⊗L, ri ·λ)).
Theorem 2.7 Ti is a morphism of g−modules.
Proof is a literal repetition of that of Theorem2.4: the map Ti was defined to
be a composition of maps each of them being transparently g−invariant ✷.
Remark. It is easy ( and might be instructive ) to examine the sl2− case,
considered in Introduction from this general point of view. One has:
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V (µ, λ) ≈ Γ(F˜ 0, O(Lµ, λ)) for an arbitrary simply connected open F˜ 0 ⊂ C∗;
si =
dx dt
(t− x)2 ;
Ti from Theorem 2.7 coincides with T from Lemma 1.2.
2.3 Construction of Intertwining Operators related to an
arbitrary element of the Weyl group.
1. The simplest way to construct an intertwiner Tw related to an element w ∈W
is to consider a reduced decomposition w = ril · · · ri1 and then set
Tw = Ti1 ◦ Ti2 ◦ · · · ◦ Til . (20)
Theorem2.7 immediately gives
Lemma 2.8 Operator Tw as defined in (20) is a g−linear map
Tw : Γ
0(F˜ 0,O(L, λ))→ Γ0(F˜ 0,O(M, w−1 · λ)),
where M is a local system defined as follows: if one sets M0 = L, Mj =
L∗ik−j+1 (Mj−1, rik−j+1 · · · rik · λ)⊗Mj−1, then M =Mk.
The construction implies (also see below) that each Ti basically is an integral
of a “1-form” over a “1-cycle” and, therefore, Tw from (20) is an integral of a
“k−form” over a “k−cycle ”. We are now going to analyze this situation and
produce this “k−form” and the homology group this “k−cycle” comes from.
2. Consider a CP1−fibration ( a fibration with the fiber CP1 )
π : A1 → A0.
For any line bundle over A1 its degree is said to be the degree of its restriction
to (any) fiber of π. Let M1 be some line bundle over A1 and denote by O(2)1
the line bundle of vector fields over A1 tangent to fibers of π. Clearly the degree
of O(2)1 is equal to 2. Denote the degree of M1 by d1. Then the restriction
of the bundle M1 ⊗O(2)−d1/21 to the fibers of π is trivial and as is well-known
there is a bundle, say M0, such that
M1 ⊗O(2)−d1/21 ≈ π∗M0,
or
M1 ⊗O(2)−d1/2−1 ≈ π∗M0 ⊗O(2)−11 .
In other words, there arises a morphism of sections
φ1 : Γ(π
−1U, M1 ⊗O(2)−d1/2−11 )→ Γ(U, M0 ⊗ V1),
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where V1 is a sheaf over A0 is defined to associate to an open set U ⊂ A0
all holomorphic sections of O(2)−11 over π−1(U) or, equivalently, is a sheaf of
volume forms over the fibers of the fibration π. In particular, for a fixed section
s1 of O(2)−d1/2−11 ) there arises a map
φ(s1) : Γ(π
−1U, M1)→ Γ(U, M0 ⊗ V1). (21)
Now consider a sequence of CP1−fibrations
Ak
πk→ Ak−1 πk−1→ · · · π2→ A1 π1→ A0
together with the following data:
O(2)j is a line bundle of vector fields tangent to fibers of πj ;
Mj is a line bundle over Aj of degree dj such that
Mj ⊗O(2)−dj/2j ≈ π∗Mj−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
(The entire sequence {Mj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k} is uniquely determined by a choice of
the bundle Mk.)
Fix sections sj of the bundles O(2)−dj/2−1j . Then the repeated use of the
previous construction gives the map
φ(s1) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(sk) : Γ(π−1k ◦ · · · ◦ π−11 U, Mk)→ Γ(U, M0 ⊗ Vk), (22)
where Vk is a sheaf over A0 of (fiber-wise) complex-analytic volume forms
with respect to the composition fibration
π(s1) ◦ · · · ◦ π(sk) : Ak → A0.
3. The above considerations are related to the intertwiners Tri as follows.
First of all, the fibration
Yi → F
can be regarded as a CP1-fibration with the fiber over x ∈ F equal to Xi(x).
Then one easily realizes that in the flag manifold case one can easily deal with
complex powers of line bundles. In particular, if O(L, λ)1 is the lift of O(L, λ)
to Yi then (21) is valid in the form
φ(si(λ)) : Γ(F˜
0,O(L, λ)1)→ Γ(F˜ 0,O(ri · λ)1 ⊗ V1), (23)
where we denote by si(λ) the section s
− 12 (λ+2ρ)(Hi)
i appearing, for example,
in Lemma 2.6 and
V1 is understood to be a sheaf with the fiber over x ∈ F 0: differential
forms over Xi(x) with coefficients in Li(L, λ;x). Tensoring with Li(L, λ) and
consecutive integration gives the operator Ti.
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4. We are now going to apply (22) to construct intertwiners related to an
arbitrary element of the Weyl group. The possibility of doing this is based on
the following Bott-Samelson-Demazure construction (see [8] and also [18] for
the Demazure theory in an infinite-dimensional setting ).
Obviously Yi is the set of pairs {(x0, x1) : x0 ∈ F, x1 ∈ Xi(x0)}. For a
reduced decomposition w = rik · · · ri1 set
Y˜w = {(x0, x1, . . . , xk) : x0 ∈ F, xj ∈ Xij−1(xj−1), 1 ≤ j ≤ k}.
Set wj = rij · · · ri1 . There arises the sequence of CP1−fibrations
σj : Y˜wj → Y˜wj−1 ,
σj : (x0, . . . xj−1, xj) 7→ (x0, . . . xj−1).
Theorem 2.9 (see [8],[18]) There exist G−invariant rational equivalencies
φj : Ywj → Y˜wj
commuting with inclusions Ywj−1 ⊂ Ywj and with singularities concentrated on
Yv, v ≤ wj−1.
Denote by (O(αi) ⊙O(αi))j the lift of O(αi) ⊙ O(αi) on Y˜wj via the com-
position map
Y˜wj
σj→ Y˜wj−1
σj−1→ · · · σ2→ Y˜w1
φ−11→ Yi1
and by O(L, λ)j the lift of O(L, λ) via the composition map
Y˜wj
σj→ Y˜wj−1
σj−1→ · · · σ2→ Y˜w1
σ−11→ Yi1 → F.
Let s
(j)
i (λ) be the lift of the section si(λ) appearing in (23) on Y˜wj . The same
reasoning as in the “integral” case and the use of (23) shows that there arises a
map φ(s
(j)
i ) which takes a section of O(L, λ)j into a section of O(L, λ)j−1 with
coefficients in the sheaf with the fiber over (x0, . . . , xj−1): differential forms over
X˜rj (xj−1) with coefficients in Lij (L, λ;xj−1). This map is g−invariant since it
is constructed via the g−invariant section s(j)i (λ).
Now consider the composition
φ(si1 ) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(sil).
It acts as
φ(si1) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(sil ) : Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, λ))→ Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, ri1 · · · ril · λ)⊗ V ol) (24)
for a certain sheaf V ol. The latter sheaf can be described as follows.
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Consider the fibration
σ1 ◦ · · · ◦ σk : Y˜w → F.
Its fiber over x ∈ F is X˜w(x). Now recall that each successive application of
φ(sij )
(j) results in a section of O(rik−j+1 · · · rik · λ) with coefficients in a sheaf
of differential forms over fibers with coefficients in the sheaf obtained at the
previous step. This means that V ol is a sheaf over F with the fiber over a
point x ∈ F 0: volume forms over X˜w(x) with coefficients in a certain sheaf over
X˜w(x). Denote the latter sheaf by Vx. Unfortunately we do not possess its direct
description. Nevertheless it follows from the definition of φ(sij )
(j)’s that what
one gets in coordinates is a volume form over X˜w(x) times some multivalued
function on X˜w(x). The sheaf of continuous branches of this function is exactly
Vx. It also follows from the construction that the singularities of this function
are concentrated on X˜v(x) , v < w as well as on the singularities of the sections
of O(L, λ). In other words, the map σj : X˜w(x)→ Xw(x) makes Vx into a local
system over X˙w(x) ∩ F 0 which we also denote by Vx.
5.Let Hl(w)(Vx) be the highest homology group of X˙w(x) ∩ F 0 with coeffi-
cients in Vx. There arises a vector bundle over F 0 with the fiber over x ∈ F 0
equal to Hl(w)(Vx). Denote this bundle by Hl(w). It is equipped with the
canonical Gauss-Manin connection and, therefore, g acts on its sections. An-
other important point is that there is a map Hl(w) → V ol∗, determined by the
fiberwise integration. It follows that pushing all sheaves in (24) forward one
obtains
Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, λ)⊗Hl(w))→ Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, ri1 · · · ril · λ))
or, equivalently,
T (ril · · · ri1 ) : Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, λ))→ Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, ri1 · · · ril · λ)⊗H∗l(w)). (25)
We have arrived at
Theorem 2.10 For each reduced decomposition w = ril · · · ri1 the map T (ril · · · ri1)
in (25) is g−linear.
6. The g−modules appearing in different sides of (25) are of different size:
while Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, λ)) may be regarded as a space of (multi-valued) functions
on the flag manifold, it is no longer true for Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, ri1 · · · ril · λ) ⊗Hl(w))
because there is no reason to think that Hl(w) is a line bundle. Nevertheless
one may look for a line subbundle of the latter bundle such that the space
of its sections is closed with respect to the action of g. These subbundles are
described via the Gauss-Manin connection on Hl(w). This connection makes the
fundamental group π1(F
0) act on fibers Hl(w)(Vx). Denote by P (Hl(w)(Vx)) the
projectivization ofHl(w)(Vx). Each π1(F 0)-invariant element h of P (Hl(w)(Vx))
gives rise to a line subbundle of Hl(w) which we denote Hl(w)(h). Obviously g−
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acts on the sections of Hl(w)(h). The inclusion Hl(w)(h) ⊂ Hl(w) gives rise to
the projection H∗l(w) ⊂ Hl(w)(h)∗. We have proved the 1st item of
Lemma 2.11 (i) For each reduced decomposition w = ril · · · ri1 and a π1(F 0)-
invariant element h of P (Hl(w)(Vx)) there is a g−linear map
Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, λ))→ Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, ri1 · · · ril · λ)⊗H∗l(w)(h));
(ii) There is at least one π1(F
0)-invariant element of P (Hl(w)(Vx)).
As to the 2nd item, it was actually proved at the beginning of this sec-
tion. The repeated integration in (20) associates a π1(F
0)-invariant element of
P (Hl(w)(Vx)) to any reduced decomposition w = ril · · · ri1 . The cycle of inte-
gration in (20) looks like a product of some simple cycles. As was explained
in sect.2.2, to each 1-dimensional Schubert variety Xri(x) one canonically asso-
ciates a cycle with coefficients in a local system on Xri(x) punctured at 3 points.
Denote this cycle by σi(x). Set σil◦· · ·◦σi1 (x0) = {(x1, . . . , xl) : xj ∈ σij (xj−1}.
Since each σi(x) is an eigenvector of the fundamental group of F
0 (the corre-
sponding homology group is 1-dimensional), the “product” σil ◦ · · · ◦ σi1(x0)
is also. It is not clear whether it depends on the reduced decomposition w =
ril · · · ri1 . ✷
3 Solutions to Knizhnik - Zamolodchikov Equa-
tions. The classical case.
3.1 Trigonometric Form of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov Equa-
tions and Correlation Functions.
1.We, firstly, prepare notations in order to write down the trigonometric form
of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations. ( In the exposition we will be following
[12].) Let
g = ⊕α∈∆gα
be a root decomposition of a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. Fix an
invariant inner product on g and a basis {hi ∈ h, gα ∈ gα : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, α ∈ ∆}
of g so that (hi, hj) = δi,j , (gα, gβ) = δα,−β. For each µ ∈ h∗ denote by hµ an
element of h satisfying (and uniquely determined) by the condition (hµ, h) =
µ(h).
Set
r =
1
2
n∑
i=1
hi ⊗ hi +
∑
α∈∆+
gα ⊗ g−α.
Being an element of U(g) ⊗ U(g) r naturally acts on a tensor product of 2
g−modules. There are m2 different ways to make it act on a tensor product of
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m g−modules via the following m2 embeddings of U(g)⊗2 in U(g)⊗m: each of
them is associated to a pair of numbers 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m and sends
U(g)⊗2 ∋ ω 7→ ωij ∈ U(g)⊗n,
so that
if ω =
∑
s
as ⊗ bs then ωij =
∑
s
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
1⊗ · · · 1⊗ as︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
⊗1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ bs⊗1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1.
For a pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m introduce the following function in 2 complex
variables with values in U(g)⊗m:
r(zi, zj) =
rijzi + rjizj
zi − zj .
The trigonometric form of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations is the fol-
lowing system ofm differential equations on a function Ψ inm complex variables
with values in the tensor product V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm of m g−modules:
(k + h∨)zi
∂Ψ
∂zi
= {
∑
j 6=i
rij(zi, zj)− 1
2
(λ1 + λm+1 + 2ρ)
(i)}Ψ, (26)
1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where h∨ is the dual Coxeter number of g, k ∈ C, λ1, λm+1 ∈ h∗ are regarded as
parameters of the system and, finally, for each µ ∈ h∗ µ(i) stands for the operator
acting on V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm as hµ applied to the i−th factor of V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm. To
keep track of the parameters we will be referring to (26) as KZ(λm+1, λ1).
Let V1, . . . , Vm be highest (lowest) weight modules with highest (lowest)
weights µ1, . . . , µm (resp.) and correponding weight vectors vµ1 , . . . , vµm . The
simplest non-trivial solution to (26) is found in the case when it is supposed to
take values in the line spanned by vµ1 ⊗ vµ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vµm .
Lemma 3.1 In the above notations the function
Ψ =
∏
i<j (zi − zj)2(µi,µj)/(k+h
∨)(zizj)
−(µi,µj)/(k+h
∨) ×∏
i z
(eλ1+λm+1+2ρ,µi)/2(k+h
∨
i · vµ1 ⊗ vµ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vµm
is a solution to the system (26).
2. Denote by gˆ = g ⊗C[t, t−1] ⊕Cc the non-twisted affine Lie algebra as-
sociated to g. The Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations were derived in [17] as
equations on matrix elements of certain operators acting between highest weight
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modules over gˆ. Let us briefly recall basic definitions, referring to the book [15]
for details. Fix the inclusion g ⊂ gˆ, g 7→ g⊗1. If Fi, Hi, Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are canon-
ical generators of g then Fi, Hi, Ei, 0 ≤ i ≤ n are canonical generators of gˆ where
it is set E0 = g−θ⊗ t, F0 = gθ⊗ t−1 (θ stands for the maximal root of g), H0 =
[E0, F0]. This includes affine Lie algebras into the general theory of Kac-Moody
Lie algebras, in particular produces the Cartan and 2 Borel subalgebras h ⊂
hˆ, b± ⊂ bˆ±, the triangular decomposition gˆ = bˆ− ⊕ hˆ⊕ bˆ+, root decomposition,
the Weyl group etc., as well as the basic objects the of representation theory:
Verma module, highest weight modules weight decomposition tec., everything
being defined in a natural way.
Let M(λˆ) (M(λˆ)c) be a Verma module (contragredient Verma module) over
g with highest weight λˆ ∈ hˆ∗. We will also denote these modules as M(λ, k) (or
M(λ, k)c), where λ = λˆ |h, k = λˆ(c). The last equality simply means that the
central element c acts as the multiplication by k ∈ C. The number determined
by the last condition is called the level of representation. Observe also that gˆ
is naturally graded by powers of the indeterminate t and this gradation induces
the gradation of any highest weight module N :
N = ⊕i∈ZN [m],
where the degree of the highest weight vector is said to be equal to 0.
An affine Lie algebra also possesses modules which are not included into the
general theory of Kac-Moody Lie algebras. For any g−module V set
V [z] = V ⊗C[z, z−1],
V ((z)) = V ⊗C((z)),
where C[z, z−1] (C((z)) resp.) is a space of Laurent polynomials (series resp.).
Both are naturally equipped with a gˆ−module structure, the level being 0 in
both cases and graded by powers of z. Note that one can consider the spaces
V [z]zν, V ((z))zν equipped with a natural gˆ-module structure and grading (
deg(v ⊗ zn+ν) = n ) so that the map
v ⊗ zn+ν 7→ v ⊗ zn
provides the isomorphisms
V [z] ≈ V [z]zν, V ((z)) ≈ V ((z))zν ,
of gˆ-modules.
Consider a ( quadratic ) Casimir operator of g
Ω =
∑
α∈∆
gα ⊗ g−α +
n∑
i=1
hi ⊗ hi.
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If Ω acts on a g−module V as a multiplication by a number, we denote this
number by cV . For example, for a highest weight module with a highest weight
µ this number is equal to (µ+ ρ, µ).
3.Vertex operator Φ(z) is said to be a gˆ−morphism
Φ(z) : M(λ1, k)→M c(λ2, k)⊗ V ((z))zκ (27)
κ =
1
2(k + h∨
(−(λ+ ρ, λ) + cV ),
homogeneous with respect to the above-defined gradation.
We will be often referring to Φ(z) as a vertex operator acting from M(λ1)
to M(λ2, k).
Ovserve that all gˆ− as well as g−modules under consideration are semisimple
with respect to the action of Cartan subalgebra and, therefore, in addition to
the above-defined “exterior” gradation possess the “inner” gradation: the weight
decomposition. Now one easily classifies vertex operators.
Lemma 3.2
Homgˆ(M(λ1, k); M
c(λ2, k)⊗ V ((z))) ≈ V (λ1−λ2),
where V (λ1−λ2) stands for the weight space related to the weight λ1 − λ2.
Proof. The passage to the dual V ∗ of V makes the assertion into the following
one:
Homgˆ(M(λ1, k)⊗ V ∗[z]; M c(λ2, k)) ≈ (V ∗)(λ1−λ2).
Set bˆ = nˆ+ ⊕ hˆ, bˆ− = nˆ− ⊕ hˆ. One proves that
Homgˆ(M(λ1, k)⊗ V ∗[z] ≈ Ind
gˆ
bˆ
Cvλ1 ⊗ V ∗[z].
Frobenius duality implies
Homgˆ(M(λ1, k)⊗ V ∗[z]; M c(λ2, k)) ≈ Hombˆ(Cvλ1 ⊗ V
∗[z]; M c(λ2, k)).
Dualizing one obtains
Homgˆ(M(λ1, k)⊗ V ∗[z]; M c(λ2, k)) ≈ Hombˆ((M
c(λ2, k))
∗; Cv−λ1 ⊗ V [z]).
Since (by the definition)
(M c(λ2, k))
∗ ≈ Indgˆ
bˆ
− Cv−λ2 ,
one more application of the Frobenius duality implies
Homgˆ(M(λ1, k)⊗ V ∗[z]; M c(λ2, k)) ≈ Homhˆ(Cv−λ2 ; Cv−λ1 ⊗ V [z]),
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completing the proof. ✷
For a generic highest weight a Verma module is isomorphic to the corre-
sponding contragredient Verma module - this is the case we will be interested
in - therefore, a composition of vertex operators is well-defined. Namely, if
Φi(zi) : M(λi, k)→M(λi+1, k)⊗ Vi(zi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m
are vertex operators, then there arises an operator
Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1) : M(λ1, k)→M(λm+1, k)⊗ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm),
where (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm) is said to be the space of Laurent series in
z1, . . . , zm twisted by certain powers of zi coming from (27) with coefficients in
V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm.
The composition Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦Φ1(z1) is determined by its matrix elements
〈v∗m+1, Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)v1〉, v1 ∈M(λ1, k), vm+1 ∈M(λm+1, k)∗.
Each matrix element is obviously a formal series with coefficients in V1 ⊗
· · · ⊗ Vm.
A correlation function is said to be the matrix element of a composition of
vertex operators related to the vacuum vectors:
〈v∗λm+1 , Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)vλ1 〉.
Remark that vertex operators can be defined to be acting between not neces-
sarily Verma, or even highest weight modules, though in the latter case existence
of a composition of vertex operators becomes more subtle.
Theorem 3.3 (Knizhnik, Zamolodchikov) (see [17])
The correlation function
〈v∗λm+1 , Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)vλ1〉
satisfies the system KZ(λm+1, λ1) ( see (26) ).
The proof of Theorem 26, which can be found in [12], implies that the following
more precise assertion is valid.
Lemma 3.4 The statement of Theorem 26 remains valid if
Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1) : W →M(λm+1, k)⊗ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm),
is an intertwiner acting from not necessarily Verma module W , provided the
following conditions on vλ1 ∈W hold
H vλ1 = λ1(H) vλ1 ,
〈v∗λm+1 , | Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1) | nˆ+ vλ1 〉 = 0.
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3.2 Main result: Integral Representations of Solutions.
1. As was explained in Introduction it is plausible that a suitable defini-
tion of complex powers of generators of gˆ as operators acting on (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
Vm)(z1, . . . , zm) gives rise to solutions of KZ equations. We will give such a
definition provided Vi’s belong to a suitable family of g− modules. We assume
that
Vi = Γ(F˜
0,O(Lνi , µi)), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where µi, µi are arbitrary complex numbers, module Γ(F˜
0,O(L, µ)) was defined
in sect.2 and the local system Lν was defined in sect.2, Example2.5.
Simply speaking Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, µ)) is a module realized in multi-valued func-
tions on the flag manofold. The direct way to this realization is as follows:
take M(µ)c; it is realized in meromorphic sections of the line bundle O(λ).
Having a section of this bundle fixed one identifies meromorphic sections with
meromorphic functions on the flag manifold, the action of g being given by 1st
order differential operators (see, for example, [9]); then the space Γ(F˜ 0,O(L, µ))
is determined by multiplication of meromorphic functions by the multivalued
function φ =
∏
1≤j≤n φ
νj
j defined in the above-mentioned Example2.5 the action
being given by the same 1st order differential operators. Therefore an element of
(V1⊗ · · · ⊗Vm)(z1, . . . , zm) may (and will ) be regarded as a function of a point
on a cartesian product of m copies of a flag manifold and complex coordinates
z1, . . . , zm . The dependence on the latter has been so far formal but it will in
reality turn out to determine a multi-valued analytic function.
2. One of the properties of modules Γ(F˜ 0,O(Lν , µ)) is that a group ele-
ment exp(tg) ∈ G, g ∈ g may be regarded as an operator sending elements of
Γ(F 0,O(Lν , µ)) to elements of the same space times, probably, another multi-
valued function. In order to understand this, first, observe that the group G
acts on meromorphic sections of a line bundle O(µ), corresponding to an inte-
gral highest weight µ. Then one defines an action of G on complex powers of
such sections as follows: if A ∈ G, s is a section of O(µ) and A · s = fAs, where
fA is a function on the flag manifold, then one sets
A · sα = (fA)α · sα.
Similar formula applies to the product
∏
i s
αi
i and since the latter expressions
generate the space of sections of O(µ) for an arbitrary µ (see the discussion of
complex powers of line bundles over a flag manifold in sect.2.1) this completes
the definition of the operator exp(tg), g ∈ g.
Factor-wise application makes G act on the tensor product V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm.
3.We are now in a position to define an action of complex powers of elements
of gˆ on some elements of (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm). First of all, the action of
gˆ on (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm) is defined by means of a certain Lie algebra
homomorphism gˆ → U(g)⊗m. For example, on generators of nˆ+ it acts as
follows:
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Fi 7→
m∑
j=1
1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ Fi︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
⊗1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (28)
F0 7→
m∑
j=1
z−1j 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ gθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
⊗1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1. (29)
These formulas combined with the above discussion imply that group ele-
ments exp(tiFi), 0 ≤ i ≤ n act on those elements of (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Vm)(z1, . . . , zm)
which are analytic (probably multi-valued) functions of z1, . . . , zm. Denote the
subspace of (V1⊗· · ·⊗Vm)(z1, . . . , zm) consisting of analytic (multi-valued )func-
tions of z1, . . . , zm by (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm)fun.
Definition. For ψ ∈ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm)fun ,A ∈ End((V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
Vm)(z1, . . . , zm)
fun), k ∈ C set
Aβ · ψ = Γ(−β)−1
∫
{exp(−tA)ψ}t−β−1dt, (30)
where the contour is an arbitrary element of the local system determined by
single-valued branches of the function {exp(−tA)ψ} if the latter expression
makes sense.
The above discussion shows that the definition makes sense at least for ele-
ments of gˆ while the following lemma shows that the definition implies several
natural properties.
Lemma 3.5 The following relations hold provided both sides of them make
sense.
(i) Aβ = Aβ−n · An, k ∈ C, n ∈ N.
(ii) (the binomial theorem) if [A,B] = 0, then
(A+B)β =
∞∑
j=0
β(β − 1) · · · (β − j + 1)
j!
Aβ−jBj ;
(iii) [Hi, F
β
j ] = −βaijF βj , k ∈ C;
(iv) [Ei, F
β
j ] = δi,jβF
β−1
j (Hj − β + 1), β ∈ C
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Proof is a matter of routine calculations.
4. The main result. Let Ψ ∈ (V1⊗· · ·⊗Vm)(z1, . . . , zm)fun be a correlation
function coming from the composition of vertex operators
Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1 : M(λ1, k)→M(λm+1, k)⊗ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm).
Let w = ril · · · ri2ri1 ∈W be a reduced decomposition. Set
βj =
2(rij−1 · · · ri1 · λ1, αij )
(αij , αij )
.
Set
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) =
l∏
j=1
Γ(−βj)−1×{exp(−t1Fi1 ) · · · exp(−tlFil)
l∏
j=1
t
−βj−1
j Ψ}.
Denote by M the local system ( over the domain of KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) ) of
single-valued branches of KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl). The function KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl)
depends on a point on the cartesian product of flag manifolds as well as on
(z1, . . . , zm) as on parameters. Therefore also does M. It follows that for every
cycle σ ∈ Hl(domain of KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl), M) the integral∫
σ
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dt1 dt2 . . . dtl
is a function of a point on the cartesian product of flag manifolds and of
(z1, . . . , zm).
Theorem 3.6 For any cycle σ ∈ Hl(domain of KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl), M) the
function ∫
σ
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dt1 dt2 . . . dtl (31)
satisfies the system KZ(λm+1, w · λ1) ( see (26) ).
Proof is a formal calculation based on Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 (iii) and
(iv). Firstly observe that the composition of vertex operators Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1 is
naturally extended to a gˆ−morphism:
Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1 : M (λ1, k)⊗ˆC((t1, . . . , tl))→
M (λm, k)⊗ˆC((t1, . . . , tl))⊗ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm).
Subsequent integration makes it into a gˆ−morphism, denoted symbolically by∫ ◦Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1:∫
◦Φm◦· · ·◦Φ1 : M(λ1, k)⊗ˆC((t1, . . . , tl))→M(λm, k)⊗(V1⊗· · ·⊗Vm)(z1, . . . , zm).
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The function ∫
σ
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dt1 dt2 . . . dtl
is equal to the matrix element
〈vλm+1 ,
∫
◦Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1{exp(−tlFil) · · · exp(−t1Fi1)
l∏
j=1
t
−βj−1
j vλ1〉
of the morphism
∫ ◦Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1 because of the tautological equality∫
σ KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dt1 dt2 . . . dtl =∫
σ
〈v∗λm+1 , Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1){exp(−tlFil) · · · exp(−t1Fi1 )
l∏
j=1
t
−βj−1
j vλ1〉dt1 . . . dtl.
Now the choice of the exponents β1, . . . , βl and Lemma 3.5 (iii) and (iv) shows
that the assumption of Lemma 3.4 is valid for the vector
{exp(−tlFil) · · · exp(−t1Fi1)
l∏
j=1
t
−βj−1
j vλ1 ∈M(λ1, k)⊗ˆC((t1, . . . , tl))
(c.f. similar reasoning in Introduction, formulas (4,5) ), which completes the
proof. ✷
We point out that this proof imitates the following situation:
the function ∫
σ
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dt1 dt2 . . . dtl
is a matrix element of the operator Φm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1 related to a singular vector
F βlil · · ·F
β1
i1
vλ1 .
3.3 Explicit Formulas for ŝl2.
We set gˆ = ŝl2 and suppose that modules Vi are of the type V (µ, λ) defined in
the Introduction by (10). Under these assumptions one writes out the integral
in (31) in an explicit form.
We denote E1, H1 F1 the Cartan generators of sl2 and set E0 = F1 ⊗
t, F0 = E1 ⊗ t−1 so that Ei (Fi) 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 are generators of maximal nilpotent
subalgebras of ŝl2. It is a matter of direct calculation to show that under the
identification
f(x) dx−λ/2 ≈ f(x)
one has
exp(−tE1) f(x) = f(x− t), exp(−tF1) f(x) = (−1− tx)λf( x
xt+ 1
). (32)
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An element of V (µ1, λ1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ V (µm, λm) is identified with a function of
(x1, . . . , xm) (having the prescribed branching coefficients at coordinate hyper-
planes) and a correlation function Ψ takes the form Ψ = Ψ(x1, . . . , xm; z1, . . . , zm).
Now formulas (28, 29, 32) imply
exp(−tF1) Ψ(x1, . . . , xm; z1, . . . , zm) =
{∏mi=1 (−1− txi)λi}Ψ( x1x1t+ 1 , . . . , xmxmt+ 1; z1, . . . , zm) (33)
exp(−tF0) Ψ(x1, . . . , xm; z1, . . . , zm) =
Ψ(x1 − tz−11 , . . . , xm − tz−1m ; z1, . . . , zm) (34)
These relations can be easily iterated in order to obtain formulas for, for example
· · · exp(−t2F0) exp(−t1F1)Ψ(x1, . . . , xm; z1, . . . , zm).
It is especially so in the case when Ψ is set to be equal to the “simplest”
correlation function provided by Lemma 3.1, which is, actually, a monomial as
a function of x′s. Now observe that it is all we need, since the Weyl group of
ŝl2 is a free group generated by 2 reflections r0, r1 and, therefore, each element
is uniquely expanded into either
· · · r0r1
or
· · · r1r0.
Let us now write down the results of direct calculations. Set
w = rǫ · · · r0r1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l
,
where ǫ ≡ l(mod 2);
Ψ(0) =
∏
i<j (zi − zj)µiµj/(k+2)(zizj)µiµj/2(k+2) ×∏
i z
(λ1+λm+1+2)µi/2(k+2)
i ;
Ψ(l) = exp(−tlFǫ) exp(−tl−1F1) · · · exp(−t2F0) exp(−t1F1)Ψ(0).
Observe that Ψ(0) is the solution provided by Lemma 3.1 in the case when
vµi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m are highest weight vectors ( of the weight µi, µi ∈ C ) and
λ1 = λm+1 + µ1 + · · ·µm.
(Recall that k is a level and a dual Coxeter number for sl2 is equal to 2.)
Formulas (33, 34) then give:
Ψ(l) =
m∏
i=1
{P (l)i (xi; zi; t1, . . . , tl)}µiΨ(0), (35)
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where
P
(l)
i (xi; zi; t1, . . . , tm) =
l∑
j=0
Aj(xi; zi)σ
(l)
j (t1, . . . , tl),
where finally Aj(x; z) is given by
A4i(x; z) = −z−i, A4i+1(x; z) = −z−ix, A4i+2(x; z) = z−i−1, A4i+3(x; z) = z−i−1x;
and
σ
(l)
j =
∑
0≤i1<i2<···<ij<l/2
t2i1+1t2i2+1 · · · t2ij+1.
Example.
Ψ(5) =
m∏
i=1
{−1− xi(t1 + t3 + t5) + z−1i (t1t2 + t1t4 + t3t4) +
z−1i xi (t1t2t3 + t1t2t5 + t1t4t5 + t3t4t5)− z−2i t1t2t3t4 − z−2i xit1t2t3t4t5}µi ×∏
i<j (zi − zj)µiµj/(k+2)(zizj)µiµj/2(k+2) ×∏
i z
(λ1+λm+1+2)µi/2(k+2)
i ; (36)
Then in notations of Theorem 3.6 and (35) one gets
KΨ(0),w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) = Ψ
(l) ×
l∏
i=1
t
λ1+(l−i)(k+2)+1
i . (37)
The function KΨ(0),w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) (as a function of t’s) is multi-valued and
branches at coordinate hyperplanes ti = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and at m hypersurfaces
of the order l given by
P
(l)
i (xi; zi; t1, . . . , tl) = 0.
LetM be the local system of continuous branches of KΨ(0),w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) over
the domain of KΨ(0),w(t1, t2, . . . , tl): D . Then our main result takes the form:
for any σ ∈ Hl(D, M) the integral∫
σ
KΨ(0),w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dt1 dt2 . . . dtl
satisfies the systemKZ(λm+1, w·λ1) ( see (26) ), KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) being given
by (35, 37).
It is worth mentioning that starting with the correlation function given by
Lemma 3.1 form = 2 at the 1st step ( l = 1 one obtains a Gauss hypergeometric
function. Increasing of m or of the number of steps gives other remarkable
special functions which, besides KZ equations, satisfy some other differential
equations (see sect.4.5).
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4 Solutions to q−Knizhnik - Zamolodchikov Equa-
tions.
I.Frenkel and N.Reshetikhin have derived (see [12]) a quantum analogue of the
trigonometric form of KZ equations. Their approach is based on the observation
that the representation theory underlying the classical KZ equations is to a large
extent analogous to the representation theory of affine quantum groups.
4.1 Quantum Groups and their Representations
The material of this secton is fairly standard. Usually the reference is the work
[7].
1. We first recall the definition of the Jimbo-Drinfeld quantum group. For
q ∈ C, d ∈ Z set:
[n]d =
1− q2nd
1− q2d ,
[n]d! = [n]d · · · [1]d,[
n
j
]
d
=
[n]d · · · [n− j + 1]d
[j]d!
,
omitting the subscript if d = 1. As usual, A = (aij), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n stands for
a generalized symmetrizable Cartan matrix , symmetrized by non-zero integers
d1, . . . , dn such that diaij = djaji for all i, j.
Now if g is a Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to A the Drinfeld -Jimbo
quantum group Uq(g), q ∈ C is said to be a Hopf algebra with antipode S,
comultiplication ∆ and 1 on generators Ei, Fi,Ki,K
−1
i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n and defining
relations
KiK
−1
i = K
−1
i Ki = 1, KiKj = KjKi, (38)
KiEjK
−1
i = q
aij
i Ej , KiFjK
−1
i = q
−aij
i Fj , qi = q
di , (39)
EiFj − FjEi = δijKi −K
−1
i
qi − qi , qi = q
di , (40)
1−aij∑
ν=0
(−1)νqν(ν−1+aij)i
[
1− aij
ν
]
di
E1−aij−νEjE
ν
i = 0 (i 6= j), (41)
the comultiplication being given by
∆Ei = Ei ⊗ 1 +Ki ⊗ Ei,∆Fi = Fi ⊗K−1i + 1⊗ Fi,∆Ki = Ki ⊗Ki, (42)
and antipode - by
SEi = −K−1i Ei, SFi = −FiKi, SKi = K−1i . (43)
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The relations admit the C−algebra anti-automorphism ω
ωEi = Fi, ωFi = Ei, ωKi = Ki (44)
Set U+q (g) (U
−
q (g)) equal to the subalgebra, generated by Ei (Fi resp.) (1 ≤
i ≤ n) and U0q (g) = C[K±11 , . . . , k±1n ]. One may check that the multiplication
induces an isomorphism of linear spaces
Uq(g) ≈ U−q (g)⊗ U0q (g)⊗ U+q (g). (45)
2. Let λ ∈ h∗. A Verma module Mq(λ) is said to be a Uq(g)−module on one
generator vλ satisfying the following conditions
U+vλ = 0, Kivλ = q
(λ,αi)
i vλ (i = 1, . . . , n),
Mq(λ) is a free U
−
q (g)−module on the generator vλ.
Such a module exists and unique, which follows almost immediately from
(45). We will call vλ a highest weight ( or vacuum ) vector. An example
of a highest weight module is the contragredient Verma module M cq (λ) which
is defined as in the classical case: first define the dual to the Verma module
by means of the antipode S (see (43) ) and then “twist” the action by the
antiinvolution ω (see (42 ) ). We say that an element w of a Uq(g)−module is a
weight vector of the weight µ ∈ P if it satisfies Kiv = qµ(Hi)i . A Verma module
as well as its submodules and quotients is graded by finite-dimensional weight
spaces.
Any quotient V ofMq(λ) is called a highest weight module. Theory of highest
weight modules over quantum groups for generic q is parallel to that over g. A
couple of examples are:
(i) one establishes a 1-1 correspondence between singular vectors (those an-
nihilated by U+q (g)) and morphisms of Verma modules;
(ii) one proves that Mq(λ) has a unique maximal proper submodule Jq(λ)
and, as was shown in [19], the irreducible quotient Lq(λ) = Mq(λ)/Jq(λ) is a
deformation of the irreducible g−module with highest weight λ.
Another important (though simple) observation is that the easily checked
relation
[Ei, F
m
j ] = δi,j
qmi − q−mi
qi − q−1i
Fm−1i
Kiq
−m+1
i −Kiqm−1i
qi − q−1i
(46)
implies that provided λ(Hi) + 1 ∈ N the vector Fλ(Hi)+1i vλ is singular and,
therefore, determines a morphism of a certain Verma module in Mq(λ). In [21]
it was used to derive a quantum analogue of the singular vector formula, here
it will serve as a motivation for a q− integral representation of q−correlation
functions (See Introduction.)
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3. Recall that the definition of a vertex operator had 2 representation-
theoretic ingredients: the highest weight modules and modules of the type
V [z] or V ((z)). The latter do not always admit q− deformation but they always
do so in the case when g = sln. The corresponding construction is as follows.
Firstly, note that an alternative way to define the module V [z] for a g− module
V is to consider the 1-parametric family of g− modules obtained by the pull-
back π∗(t)V of V with respect to the 1-parametric family (t ∈ C) of Lie algebra
homomorphisms (evaluation maps)
π(t) : gˆ→ g, g ⊗ zm 7→ tng, c 7→ 0.
The above-mentioned theorem of Lusztig (see [19]) implies that (at least finite-
dimensional) V admits a q−deformation Vq . As was shown, for example in
[14], if g = sln then the evaluation map π(t) : ŝln → sln ⊂ gln also ad-
mits a q−deformation to the map π∗(t) : Uq(ŝln) → Uq(gln), which gives a 1-
parametric family of Uq(ŝln)− modules π∗q (t)Vq. This produces the q−analogues
of V [z] and V ((z)):
Vq[z] = π
∗
q (t)Vq ⊗C[z, z−1], Vq((z)) = π∗q (t)Vq ⊗C((z, z−1)).
In general the evaluation map cannot be deformed. In what follows one
should think either that g = sln or that the module V [z] admits a q−deformation.
4.2 q−Vertex Operators and q−Correlation Functions
We proceed in complete accordance with the classical case.
Vertex operator is said to be a Uq(gˆ)− homomorphism (exactly as in (27) )
Φ(z) : Mq(λ1, k)→M cq (λ2, k)⊗ Vq ⊗C((z, z−1))zκ.
One also proves that
HomUq(gˆ)(Mq(λ1, k),M
c
q (λ2, k)⊗ Vq((z)) ) ≈ V (λ1−λ2)q (47)
In the same way one defines a composition of vertex operators
Φi(zi) : Mq(λi, k)→Mq(λi+1, k)⊗ (Vq)i(zi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m (48)
as an operator
Φm(zm)◦· · ·◦Φ1(z1) : Mq(λ1, k)→Mq(λm, k)⊗((Vq)1⊗· · ·⊗(Vq)m)(z1, . . . , zm),
where ((Vq)1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Vq)m)(z1, . . . , zm) is said to be the space of Laurent series
in z1, . . . , zm with coefficients in ((Vq)1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Vq)m). It is determined by its
matrix elements
〈v∗m+1, Φm(zm ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)v1〉,
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where v1 ∈Mq(λ1, k), vm+1 ∈Mq(λm+1, k)∗. The matrix element related to
vacuum vectors v1 = vλ1 , vm+1 = vλm+1 is said to be a q−correlation function.
I.Frenkel and N.Reshetikhin have proved that a q−correlation function satis-
fies a certain system of q−difference equations. LetR be the universalR−matrix
of Uq(gˆ). Denote by RV,W (z) its image as an operator acting from V [z]⊗W [1]
to V ((z))⊗W [1].
Theorem 4.1 Set p = q2(k+h
∨). The q−correlation function
Ψ(z1, . . . , zm) : 〈v∗m+1, Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)v1〉
satisfies the following system of q−difference equations (1 ≤ j ≤ m ):
Ψ(z1, . . . , zj−1, pzj, zj+1, . . . , zm) = Rj−1,j(zj−1/pzj)
−1 ◦ · · · ◦R1,j(z1/pzj)−1 ×
q−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j ×Rj,m(zj/zm) ◦ · · · ◦Rj,j+1(zj/zj+1)Ψ(z1, . . . , zm), (49)
where Rij(z) stands for R(Vq)i,(Vq)j (z).
One observes that it is not necessary to consider vertex operators only acting
between highest weight modules and as in the classical case it follows from the
proof of I.Frenkel and N.Reshetikhin that the following more precise assertion
is valid.
Lemma 4.2 The statement of Theorem 4.1 remains valid if
Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1) : W →Mq(λm+1, k)⊗ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm)(z1, . . . , zm),
is an intertwiner acting from not necessarily Verma module W , provided the
following conditions on vλ1 ∈W hold
Ki vλ1 = q
λ1(Hi)
i vλ1 ,
〈v∗λm+1 , | Φm(zm) ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1(z1)U+q (gˆ) vλ1〉 = 0.
In the sequel we will be considering the qKZ system (49) in the normalized
form meaning that R− matrix is normalized so that
Rij(z) vi ⊗ vj = vi ⊗ vj . (50)
Remark that this transformation’s only impact is that a correlation function
has to be multiplied by a certain universal factor in order to produce a solution
to (49,50). ( We do not want to calculate this factor here.) To keep track of the
parameters we will be referring to (49,50) as qKZ(λm+1, λ1).
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Again in complete accordance with the classical case, one deduces from (47)
that if
∑
1≤i≤m µi = λ1 − λ2 then there is only one ( up to proportionality)
composition of vertex operators (48) and the corresponding correlation function
satisfies
Ψ(z1, . . . , zm) = ψ(z1, . . . , zm) · v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vm,
for some C−valued function ψ(z1, . . . , zm), where vi stands for a highest weight
vector of (Vq)i. One easily shows that the soution to qKZ(λm+1, λ1) produced
by this composition of vertex operators is the following simple power function
m∏
j=1
z
−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j/2(k+h
∨)
j v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vm. (51)
4.3 q−Integral Representation of Solutions
1. Here we show that at least formally solutions of qKZ equations may be
written out in a way analogous to that in the classical case with all the ingredi-
ents of our integral representations changed for their q−analogues, in particular
with the integrals changed for Jackson integrals. We are unable to verify the
convergence of the obtained Jackson integrals because we do not have enough
many realizations of quantum groups by difference operators. However we will
derive the necessary formulas for Uq(ŝl2) and carry out explicit calculations of
q−correlation functions analogous to those for ŝl2.
2. The q− multinomial theorem. Denote by Cs[x1, . . . , xm] the algebra
of skew polynomials. Recall that the latter is said to by a C−algebra on m
generators x1, . . . , xm and relations xjxi = q
2xixj if j > i. As is well known,
the following equality holds in Cs[x1, . . . , xm]:
(x1 + · · ·+ xm)n =
∑
i1+···+im=n
[n]!
[i1]! · · · [im]!x
i1
1 x
i2
2 · · ·ximm n ∈ N (52)
3. Some q−calculus. Suppose q ∈ C, |q| < 1.
3.1 The q− analogue of the usual integral is given by the Jackson integral
related to a finite or semi-infinite “q−interval”, defined by either∫ c
0
f(t) dqt = c(1 − q2)
∞∑
n=0
f(cq2n)q2n , c ∈ C
or ∫ c∞
0
f(t) dqt = c(1− q2)
∞∑
n=−∞
f(cq2n)q2n , c ∈ C
the usage of q2 being, of course, conventional (see [13]). The Jackson integral
enjoys some of the elementary properties of the usual one. Here we point out
some of them.
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Change of variables. The following is evident∫ cǫ
0
f(at) dqt = a
−1
∫ acǫ
0
f(t) dqt, (53)
where ǫ is either 1 or ∞.
Integration by parts. Introduce 2 natural q−analogues of the derivative:
∂qf(x) =
f(x)− f(q2x)
x(1 − q2) ,
∂˜qf(x) =
f(x)− f(q−2x)
x(1 − q2) .
One immediately proves the following “q−integration by parts formula”:∫ c
0
f(x)∂˜qg(x) dqt =
∫ c
0
∂qf(x)g(x) dqt− f(c)g(q−2c). (54)
One also:
easily finds an analogue of (54) for a semi-infinte interval;
defines a Jackson integral over an interval [a, c];
defines a Jackson integral over a “multi-dimesional region”∫
f(t1, . . . tm) dqt1dqt2 · · · dqtm
as a repeated Jackson integral and proves that if the function f(t1, . . . tm) is
naturally restricted then the result is independent of the order of integration.
The repeated integration as well as an integral over [a, c] also admits natural
analogues of (53 , 54 ).
In what follows the Jackson integrals will be taken over certain “q−cycles”.
We are not much concerned about the choice of the region of integration here
and restrict ourselves to the following comment. We will usually be dealing with
integrals of the form ∫ c
0
f(t)tα dqt,
and it will be important that in the integration by parts formula (54) the bound-
ary term vanishes. Therefore, given the integral∫ c
0
f(t)tα dqt,
the interval [0, c] is said to be a q−cycle if f(c) = 0. One produces analogous
definitions for intervals of other types.
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3.2 The following notations are widely used:
(a)i =
i−1∏
j=0
(1− aq2j),
(a)∞ =
∞∏
j=0
(1− aq2j).
The commutative version of the q−binomial theorem is the following identity (
see [13])
∞∑
i=0
(a)i
(q2)i
xi =
(ax)∞
(x)∞
. (55)
4. Suppose A is an operator acting on some functional space. We are going
to consider expressions of the form∫
f(tA) dqt ,
which can be understood as operators acting on the same space by∫
f(tA) dqt (Ψ) =
∫
f(tA)(Ψ) dqt ,
provided the right hand side of the last equation converges. In what follows it
will be assumed ( or checked ) that this condition is satisfied and, moreover, this
integral possesses all necessary properties, e.g. absolute, uniform convergence,
integration by parts etc.
Let Γq(β) be the usual q−gamma function. Recall that it is almost uniquely
determined by the following functional equation (see [2])
Γq(β + 1) = [β]Γq(β). (56)
Set
Γ˜q(β) = q
−β(β−1)Γq(β). (57)
It follows that
Γ˜q(−β + 1) = −[β]Γ˜q(−β). (58)
We will also be using the q−exponential function
expq(z) =
∞∑
n=0
zn
[n]!
.
Definition. For β ∈ C set
Aq,β = Γ˜q(−β)−1
∫
expq(−tA) t−β−1dqt, (59)
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where the integration is carried out over some q−cycle.
This definition is a q−deformation of a quite standard defintion of a complex
power of a linear operator given by (30) and, as the next lemma shows, is
necessary to take into account the relations within a quantum group. We also
wish to point out that the symbol Aq,β is slightly ambiguous: actually Aq,β
stands for a collection of operators, each of them being related to the choice of
a contour of integration ( see, for example, (ii) of the next Lemma.)
Lemma 4.3 The following relations hold provided both sides of them make
sense.
(i) Aq,β = Aq,β−n · An, k ∈ C, n ∈ N.
(ii) (the q−multinomial theorem) Fix m, r : 1 ≤ r ≤ m; if operators {Aj}
satisfy AjAi = q
2AiAj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, then provided a suitable choice of the
contour has been made, one has
(A1+· · ·+Am)q,β =
∞∑
j=0
∑
j1+···+jm−1=j
[β][β − 1] · · · [β − j + 1]
[j1]! · · · [jm−1]! A
j1
1 · · ·Ajr−1r−1 Aβ−jr Ajrr+1 · · ·Ajm−1m
(iii) KiF
q,β
j K
−1
i = q
−aijβ
i F
q,β
j ;
(iv)[Ei, F
qj ,β
j ] = δi,j
qβj − q−βj
qj − q−1j
F
qj ,β−1
j
Kjq
−β+1
j −K−1j qβ−1j
qj − q−1j
.
Proof is a matter of straightforward calculations. We scetch it briefly.
(i) follows from the relations:
∂˜q(t
−µ) = [µ]t−µ−1,
∂q(expq(−tA)) = −A expq(−tA),
Γ˜q(−µ+ 1) = −[µ]Γ˜q(−µ),
and the integration by parts formula∫
expq(−tA) ∂˜q(t−µ) dqt =
∫
∂q expq(−tA) t−µ dqt,
( this is the point where the “q−cycle condition” is used.)
(ii) follows from the case m = 2 of (52 ) and elementary manipulations with
sums and Jackson integrals.
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(iii) and (iv) are proved analogously. For example, (iv) follows from the term-
wise application of its integral analogue, which we have already cited several
times:
[Ei, F
n
j ] = δi,j
qnj − q−nj
qj − q−1j
Fn−1i
Kjq
−n+1
j −K−1i qn−1j
qj − q−1j
, n ∈ N.
5. The main result. We proceed in a complete accordance with the anal-
ogous section devoted to classical correlation functions. Let Ψ ∈ (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
Vm)(z1, . . . , zm) be a correlation function coming from the composition of vertex
operators
Φm(zm)◦ · · · ◦Φ1(z1) : Mq(λ1, k)→Mq(λm+1, k)⊗ (V1⊗· · ·⊗Vm)(z1, . . . , zm).
Let w = ril · · · ri2ri1 ∈W be a reduced decomposition. Set
βj =
2(rij−1 · · · ri1 · λ1, αij )
(αij , αij )
.
Set
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) =
l∏
j=1
Γ˜q(−βj)−1×{expq(−t1Fi1) · · · expq(−tlFil)
l∏
j=1
t
−βj−1
j Ψ}.
Theorem 4.4 The integral∫
σ
KΨ,w(t1, t2, . . . , tl) dqt1 dqt2 . . . dqtl (60)
satisfies (if exists) the system qKZ(λm+1, w · λ1) ( see (49,50) ).
Proof is a literal repetition of that of Theorem 3.6, where instead of Lemmas
3.4 and 3.5 (iii), (iv), Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 (iii), (iv) are used. ✷
4.4 Explicit Formulas for Uq(ŝl2)
In this section we carry out an explicit calculation of the integral (60).
1. q−difference operators realization of the algebra Uq(sl2). The algebra
Uq(sl2) is a Hopf algebra on generators E = E1, K = K1, F = F1 and relations
(or definitions) (38 - 43), where A = (2). Direct calculations show that the fol-
lowing operators determine a representation of Uq(sl2) in the space of functions
in 1 variable:
E : f(x) 7→ −xq
−2λ+1f(q2x)− q2λ+1f(x)
q2 − 1 ; (61)
K : f(x) 7→ q−2λf(q2x); (62)
E : f(x) 7→ f(x)− f(q
−2x)
(1− q−2)x . (63)
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This action preserves the spaces of polynomials C[x], Laurent polynomials
C[x, x−1] and “twisted” Laurent polynomials xνC[x, x−1]. The last space pro-
duces a (generically irreducible) Vq(ν, λ)- module. The last representation is
almost a deformation of the sl2−module V (ν, λ) as well as formulas (61 -
63) are almost deformations of the formulas (8 , 9): they would be actual
deformations if the latter were composed with the canonical automorphism
E 7→ F, F 7→ E, H 7→ −H .
One also considers the Uq(ŝl2)-module Vq(ν1, λ1)⊗· · ·⊗Vq(νm, λm)(z1, . . . , zm),
the action being determined through the associative algebra homomorphism
Uq(ŝl2)→ Uq(sl2)⊗m,
E 7→ ∆m−1E, F 7→ ∆m−1F,
F0 7→ E(1) + · · ·+ E(m),
E0 7→ F (1) + · · ·+ F (m),
where
E(i) = z−1i K ⊗ · · · ⊗K︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
⊗E ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−i
,
F (i) = zm−i+1 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−i
⊗E ⊗K ⊗ · · · ⊗K︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
.
2. q− exponent of a q−difference operator. Recall that the crucial step in
getting an explicit form of the classical integral representation (31) was eval-
uation of an exponent of an order 1 differential operator, which is actually a
classical problem of the theory of ordinary differential equations. We are un-
aware of a general approach to evaluation of a q− exponent of a q−difference
operator which arises in (60). However we here report on a straightforward
calculation of the quantities
expq(−tX)xα11 xα22 · · ·xαmm ,
where X = F or F0 and x
α1
1 x
α2
2 · · ·xαmm is regarded as an element of the module
Vq(ν1, λ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Vq(νm, λm)(z1, . . . , zm).
Lemma 4.5 (i) If xα ∈ V (λ, ν) then
expq(−tF )xα = xα
(q−2α+2t/x)∞
(q2t/x)∞
, (64)
expq(−tF0)xα = xα
(q−2λ+2α+1tx/z)∞
(q2λ+1tx/z)∞
. (65)
(ii)
expq(−tF )xα11 · · ·xαmm = xα11 · · ·xαmm
m−1∏
i=0
(q2sit/xi+1)∞
(q2rit/xi+1)∞
, (66)
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where
si = λi+2 + · · ·+ λm − αi+1 − · · · − αm + 1,
ri = λi+2 + · · ·+ λm − αi+2 − · · · − αm + 1,
and
expq(−tF0)xα11 · · ·xαmm = xα11 · · ·xαmm
m−1∏
i=0
(q2s˜itxi+1/zi+1)∞
(q2r˜itxi+1/zi+1)∞
, (67)
where
s˜i = αi+1 + · · ·+ α1 − λi+1 − · · · − λ1 + 1/2,
r˜i = αi + · · ·+ α1 + λi+1 − λi − · · · − λ1 + 1/2.
Proof. All assertions are proved by direct calculations. For example, to prove
(64) one firstly observes, that for i ∈ N
F ixα = (−1)iq2i (q
−2α)i
(1− q2)i x
n−i,
and then gets
expq(−tF )xα = xα
∞∑
i=0
(q−2α)i
(q2)i
(q2t/x)i
= xα
(q−2λ+2α+1t/x)∞
(q2λ+1t/x)∞
, (68)
the last equality following from the commutative version (55) of the q−binomial
theorem.
(65) is proved in exactly the same way. As to (66, 67), the only differ-
ence is that the formula for Fnxα11 · · ·xαmm or Fn0 xα11 · · ·xαmm is a little bit more
complicated. For example, since the elements E(i) satisfy the skew polynomial
condition:
E(j)E(i) = q2E(i)E(j) if i < j,
Fn0 x
α1
1 · · ·xαmm can be expanded by (52). Further application of the commutative
version of the q−binomial theorem (55) as above gives the required result (67).
✷
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5 and the definition one gets
F q,µxα = xα−µ
q−2µα
Γ˜q(−µ)
∫ 1
0
t−µ−1
(q2t)∞
(q2α+2t)∞
dqt =
qµ(µ−2α+1)
Γq(α+ 1)
Γq(α + 1− µ)x
α−µ, (69)
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F q,µxα0 = x
α+µz−µ
q−µ(2λ−2α+1)
Γ˜q(−µ− 1)
∫ 1
0
(q2t)∞
(q4λ−2α+2t)∞
dqt =
q2µ(λ−α+1)
Γq(2λ− α+ 1)
Γq(2λ− α− µ+ 1)x
α+µz−µ, (70)
F q,µxα11 · · ·xαmm = xα11 · · ·xαmm
1
Γ˜q(−µ)
∫
t−µ−1
m−1∏
i=0
(q2sit/xi+1)∞
(q2rit/xi+1)∞
dqt, (71)
F q,µ0 x
α1
1 · · ·xαmm = xα11 · · ·xαmm
1
Γ˜q(−µ)
∫
t−µ−1
m−1∏
i=0
(q2s˜i (txi+1)/zi+1)∞
(q2r˜i(txi+1)/zi+1)∞
dqt.
(72)
In integrals (71, 72) the integration is supposed to be carried out over a seg-
ment from 0 to a zero of the numerator. One easily sees that for each of the
integrals there are m essentially different choices. (It is, of course, closely re-
lated to Lemma 4.3 (ii).) An integral of this type was called by K.Aomoto and
K.Mimachi a Jackson integral of the Jordan-Pochhammer type. It is well-known
(see, e.g. [13]) that ifm = 2 these integrals produce the Gauss q−hypergeometric
function.
3. Integral representations and series expansions for correlation functions.
In view of the formula 51 one gets that the function
m∏
j=1
z
−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j/2(k+h
∨)
j x
µ1/2
1 x
µ2/2
2 · · ·xµm/2m
is a solution to (49,50) related to the composition of vertex operators
Φm(zm)◦· · ·◦Φ1(z1) :Mq(λ1)→Mq(λm+1, k)⊗((V (0, µ1)⊗· · ·⊗V (0, µm))(z1, . . . , zm)
for λ1 = λm+1 + µ1 + · · ·+ µm. Formulas (71, 72) combined with Theorem
4.4 give that the following functions also satisfy the system qKZ(λm+1,−λ1−2)
or qKZ(λm+1, 2k − λ1 + 2) resp.:
F q,λ1+1
m∏
j=1
z
−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j/2(k+h
∨)
j x
µ1/2
1 x
µ2/2
2 · · ·xµm/2m =
m∏
j=1
z
−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j/2(k+h
∨)
j x
µ1/2
1 x
µ2/2
2 · · ·xµm/2m
1
Γ˜q(−λ1 − 1)
×
∫
t−λ1−2
m−1∏
i=0
(q2sit/xi+1)∞
(q2rit/xi+1)∞
dqt, (73)
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F q,k−λ1+10
m∏
j=1
z
−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j/2(k+h
∨)
j x
µ1/2
1 x
µ2/2
2 · · ·xµm/2m =
m∏
j=1
z
−(λ1+λm+1+2ρ)j/2(k+h
∨)
j x
2µ1
1 x
2µ2
2 · · ·x2µmm
1
Γ˜q(−k + λ1 − 1)
×
∫
t−k+λ1−2
m−1∏
i=0
(q2s˜i(t(xi+1)/zi+1)∞
(q2r˜i(t(xi+1)/zi+1)∞
dqt, (74)
where
si =
1
2
(−µi+1 + µi+2 + · · ·µm) + 1,
ri =
1
2
(µi+2 + · · ·+ µm) + 1,
s˜i = −1
2
(µi+1 + · · ·µ1 − 1),
r˜i = −1
2
(µi + · · ·+ µ1 − 1) + µi+1.
So, we have found solutions to qKZ-equations in the form of Jackson integrals
of the Jordan-Pochhammer type (see formally similar results in [22]).
In order to get explicitly solutions written as a repeated Jackson integral one
has to evaluate a result of a repeated application of a q−exponent of F1, F0,
which we are unfortunately unable to do at present. However our method pro-
vides a Laurent series expansion of such solutions. Really, if Ψ(z1, . . . , zm) is a
series expansion of a (not necessarily correlation) function then the functions
Fµ,qΨ(z1, . . . , zm), F
µ,q
0 Ψ(z1, . . . , zm)
can be evaluated by
(i) expanding the sums
Fµ,q = (
m∑
i=1
F (i))µ,q,
Fµ,q0 = (
m∑
i=1
E(i))µ,q,
using the q−binomial theorem ( Lemma 4.3 (ii) );
(ii) further term-wise application of these expansions to the series Ψ(z1, . . . , zm)
using formulas (69, 70).
It is easy to see that starting with Ψ(z1, . . . , zm) polynomial in x’s this
process can be iterated arbitrary number of times, each time giving a converging
series.
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4.5 Complex Powers of Lie algebra ( Quantum Group )
generators and Special Functions
1. Let g be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra,G be the corresponding group
and Γ(F˜ 0, O(Li, λi)), 1 ≤ i ≤ m be g−modules of the type we were utilizing
in sect.3.2. Recall that the space Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, λ)) can (and will) be identified
with the space of multi-valued functions (depending on the local system L),
the action of g being given by the same 1st order differential operators , which
produces the realization of the contragredient Verma module with the highest
weight λ in (meromorphic) functions on the flag manifold. Also recall that the
group elements g ∈ G as well as complex powers Lie algebra elements can be
regarded as operators acting from Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, λ)) to Γ(F˜ 0, O(L′, λ)) with some
other L′ and the same λ. Since we do not want here to keep track of the local
system, instead of Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, λ)) we wiil be writingM(λ) and slightly abusing
notation we will be saying that for each g ∈ G, X ∈ g, µ ∈ C a pair of operators
is defined
g, Xα : M(λ)→M(λ)
is defined. (One may also think thatM(λ) is a sum of Γ(F˜ 0, O(L, λ)) over “all
L”.)
Let w0 be the element of the Weyl group of the maximal length and denote by
the same letter its preimage in G. Obviously for any λ 1 as a constant function
on F is the vacuum vector of the module ⊗mi=1M(λi) (here the local systems
are supposed to be trivial). It follows that the function w01 is the lowest weight
vector ( i.e. it is annihilated by n−). Therefore w01 is an eigenvector of any
Casimir operator of g. It follows that for any complex number α and any Cartan
generator Ei the function E
α
i w01 is also. To be definite, let Ω0, . . . ,Ωn be a
complete set of Casimir operators (n+1 is the rank of g ) and let Ωiw01 = µiw01.
Then one obtains that the function Eαi w01 satisfies the following system of
differential equations:
Ωjf = µjf, 0 ≤ j ≤ n. (75)
Observe that the function Eαi w01 is homogeneous and therefore can be identified
with a function of a less number of variables. Under this identification the
system (75) is rewritten in the form explicitly depending on α. Observe that
in all cases, except g = sl2, the number of equations in (75) is less then the
number of variables and one may be interested in finding all other equations
which Eαi w01 satisfies.
2. Example: g = sl2. In this case λ ∈ C and M(L) is understood as
{f(x) dx−λ/2} for all f(x) from a suitable family of functions on C. The Cartan
generators are represented as follows
E = − d
dx
, H = −2x d
dx
+ λ, F = x2
d
dx
− λx.
The above construction of the lowest weight vector in⊗mi=1M(λi) gives xλ11 · · ·xλmm .
This is a homogeneous function of x1, . . . , xm of homogeneous degree λ1 +
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· · · + λm. We identify a homogeneous function f(x1, . . . , xm) with the non-
homogeneous function ofm−1 variables f˜(t2, . . . , tm) : f˜(t2, . . . , tm) = f(1, t2, . . . , tm).
Under this identification differential operators acting on homogeneous functions
of a fixed degree are uniquely transformed into differential operators of less by
1 number of variables. If for example, m = 2 then operators of multiplica-
tion mult(x1), mult(x2) and differentiation
∂
∂x1
, ∂∂x2 as operators acting on
functions of degree β are transformed as follows:
mult(x2)→ mult(t), ∂
∂x2
→ d
dt
,
mult(x1)→ id, ∂
∂x1
→ β − t d
dt
.
For sl2 there is essentially 1 Casimir operator
Ω = EF + FE +
1
2
H2
and one can easily write down the equation (75) in this case. Before doing
this we remark that the following additional simplification appears here. The
element Ω may be regarded as a sl2−invariant element of the symmetric square
S2sl2. The latter algebra acts on a tensor product of a pair of sl2−modules by
the formula simpler than that for U(sl2):
X ⊗X v ⊗ w = Xv ⊗Xw.
This gives another action of Ω and arguments which led to (75) apply to this ac-
tion as well. Taking into account all this one finds that the function ˜Fαxλ11 xλ22 (t)
satisfies the classical hypergeometric equation
t(t−1)x(t)′′+((1−λ1−2λ2+α)t−λ1−λ2+α−1)x(t)′+λ2(λ1+λ2−α)x(t) = 0,
(76)
which is by no means surprise in view of sect. 3.3.
3. Example: Uq(sl2). Of course all the arguments which led to (75) apply
to the case of a “finite-dimensional” quantum group and given its realization
by q−difference operators one obtains a system of q−difference equations on
a certain function. Here we are able to carry out the necessary calculations
for Uq(sl2). In this case we set Mq(λ) for all f(x) to be a suitable family of
functions on C, action of Uq(sl2) being given by (61 - 63). Relations(61 - 63)
imply that x2λ ∈ Mq(λ) is the highest weight vector. The Casimir operator for
Uq(sl2) is given by
Ω = FE +
Kq +K−1q−1
(q − q−1)2 .
As above one finds that the function Fα x2λ11 x
2λ2
2 , which is understood as an
element of the module Mq(λ1)⊗Mq(λ2), satisfies
Ωf(x1, x2) =
q2(λ1+λ2)+1 + q−2(λ1−λ2)+1
(q − q−1)2 f(x, y). (77)
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Again using the fact that the function in question is homogeneous one makes
it into a function in 1 variable, the q− difference operator in 2 variables repre-
senting Ω being transformed in an obvious way into a q−difference operator in
1 variable. Finally what one obtains is the usual q−hypergeometric equation,
which is again no surprise in view of the formula (71 ).
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